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Sunny, high
81°F,low49°F.
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cloudy, high 73°F,
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cloudy, high 67°F,
low 45°F.
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Oberst snags new j
retains former salary
•

by Julia Filz
staffivriter •
Former Vice President of
Academic Affairs Bethany Oberst
returned to JMU in a new role
Sept. 1 as the Executive Director
of International Education.
Oberst stepped down as
VPAA effective Jan 1., five days
after former Executive Director of
International Education Kathleen
Arthur stepped down to teach
full-time in the school of art and
art history. Oberst assumed
Arthur's title right after leaving
VPAA, but immediately after,
took a paid leave of absence.
Despite the change in jobs,
Oberst's current salary is
$109,460 — the same salary she
received as VPAA beginning
Dec. 1, 1996, according to Fred
Hilton, director of media relations. Oberst received the same
salary while on leave. She will be
eligible for the annual Dec. 1 pay
increase.
Hilton would not compare
Oberst's salary to Arthur's salary
when she was in the Office of

•

International
Education. department she now leads.
According to the 1996 JMU "Overall, we want to be able to
Salary list printed after the Dec. meet the increased interest the
1996 salary increase, Arthur students are showing in
received $57,643 as both a faculty International Education," she
said. "I was on
member in the School
leave, but I was
of Art and Art
also doing proHistory and execugram developtive director of interment in China,
national education.
Korea
. and
Hilton made a disJapan."
tinction between the
Hilton
s.iid
two positions despite
JMU
funded
the same title. "Dr.
Oberst's trips. He
Arthur served as
did not have any
director of the prodetails about
gram on a part-time
how much the
basis and under a 10trips cost or
month contract," he
where Oberst
said in a written
traveled. Hilton
statement.
"Dr.J|
would
not
Oberst is executive
_.
..
answer any more
director
ofc
an Bethany' Oberst
expanded program and is under questions and would not respond
a 12-month contract." Hilton was to Freedom of Information
unable to provide the salary for requests.
Oberst said she worked to
acting VPAA Doug Brown.
Away from JMU for nearly expand the exchange program
nine months, Oberst said she with Nanzan University in
spent time developing and
see OBERST page 2
improving programs for the

Re-dressing for success
New program boots
student services into
two main centers to
increase accessibility
by Katheryn Lenker

STEVEN M. TROUT/senior photographer

Maine attraction
With the score tied 10-10, sophomore quarterback Greg
Maddox fires a pass against the University of Maine Black
Bears Saturday. Maddox proceeded to throw the game's winning touchdown late In the fourth quarter. See story page 21.

contributing writer
The Student Success Program, which began
planning in August, plans university-wide changes
that will integrate student service and learning
offices into two main centers.
The point of the new centers is to put all student
services in two main places so students learn where
the services are and so freshmen keep coming back
to familiar places for four years, said Randy
Mitchell, student success program director.
Mitchell could not say how much time it will take
to fully complete the plan.
The Student Service Center, to be located in
Warren Hall, will focus on student services. The
center will house branches of the financial aid,
cashier and registrar's offices. It will also contain
offices already existing in Warren, such as JAC
Card Services.
The second part of the Student Success Program

is the Student Learning Center, to be located in
Wilson Hall.
The Student Learning Center combines the
Academic Advising Center, which provides academic counseling, and the Career Advising Center,
which prepares students for the job market. Career
advising is currently in Sonner Hall and academic
advising is in Alumnae Hall, but both will move
to Wilson Hall as part of the Student Success
Program.
"The Student Learning Center wilj also house the
Reading and Writing Lab, study skills programs
and a new communications lab that will teach students communication skills, such as how to interview with potential employers.
Teresa Gonzalez, associate vice president for
academic support, said, "The combined center
hopes to reinforce a continued pattern of use from
the beginning [of the student's JMU career]."
Facilities planning will have to redesign the
space in both Warren and Wilson Halls to create a
welcome environment, Mitchell said. Both halls
will have more colors, art prints, furniture and a
less institutionalized atmosphere. It isn't known at
this time when the renovations will be complete.
Mitchell submitted the proposal to begin intesee SUCCESS page 2
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Oberst
continued from page 1
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CORRECTION
In the Sept. 25 issue of The
Breeze, the column "Out of
control students and who is
to blame" was printed without the permission of author
Bob Alotta.
The Breeze regrets the error.

Nanzan, Japan. One of her goals
was to find more opportunities
for students wishing to study in
Japan. Oberst worked in conjunction with Hiroshima
University while in Japan.
"We were looking to add
another program at a university
in Hiroshima," Oberst said.
Oberst also met with represen. tatives from Yonsei University in
Seoul, South Korea to discuss the
implementation of an exchange
program between JMU and the
institution.
"They're very experienced in
international studies," Oberst
said of the Korean representatives. "[Korea] is an interesting
place to be."
According to a survey conducted last summer by the Office
of Student Affairs, 44 percent of
this year's incoming freshmen
said they would like to study
abroad during their time at JMU.
"The students are very excited
[about studying abroad]," Oberst
said. "Interi idiional education is a
very important part of higher
education these days. We want to
expand these international programs."

At the time of Oberst's departure from the VPAA position,
JMU made no announcements
regarding a replacement, but

"International
education is a
very important part of
higher education these
days. We want
to expand these
international
programs
//

Bethany Oberst
Executive director
of international education
Doug Brown became the interim
VPAA. He will continue to serve
in that position until a permanent

VPAA
is appointed.
Meanwhile, JMU is conducting a national search for a permanent VPAA. An 11-member panel
of faculty members, last year's and
this year's Faculty Senate speakers,
two department heads, one dean,
one vice president, one student
and Brown, will serve in a non-voting capacity.
Hilton said, "More than 50
applications were received thus
far." The committee began
screening applications in
September and interviews begin

in November. The committee will
make a recommendation to
Acting President Linwood Rose
by the end of the semester.
Rose said in an Aug. 22 speech
that the job is still being
defined. According to the Jan
9 issue of The Breeze, Rose said
he and JMU President Ronald
Carrier plan to reevaluate the
role of the VPAA before
actively seeking a replacement.
"It is the desire of [JMU
President Ronald Carrier] and
myself to study the academic
organization of the university,
and this creates an opportunity to
now look at what the job [of
VPAA] should be," Rose said.
Rose was unavailable to comment on whether or not he and
Carrier have redefined the VPAA
position.
Besides
directing
the
Department of International
Education, Oberst is also listed as
professor of French in the 1997-%
Undergraduate Catalog. Before coming to JMU in 1991, Oberst taught
French and was the department
chair of modern languages at
Cleveland State University.

Success
continued from page 1

gration of some services and
offices to Acting President
Linwood Rose Aug. 29.
"The Student Success Program
has three goals: to improve students' transition into, through
and out of JMU, to help create
motivating learning situations
for students and to integrate services logically and cohesively,"
Mitchell said.
Another key change the program plans is to put more
emphasis on each student's first,
year at JMU, including both
freshmen and transfer students.
Therefore, all of the programs in
the Student Success Program will
be under the umbrella of the
Freshman Focus Office.
The Office will be created by
coordinating the the summer orientation programs with the
START program, which focuses
on getting students involved in
student activities at JMU; and
First Year Investigations, a
department of the Office of
Residence Life.
Mitchell said he hopes integrating student services will
make students' first year at JMU
more productive and motivating. All the programs will work
toward the common goal of
making the first year more successful instead of each program
working on one separate piece of
the goal.
Under the Student Success
Program, the College of
Integrated
Science and
Technology, Taylor Down Under
and C| mnur Hall will serve as

Tie following services will be consolidated as a resell
ef the planned Student Sneeess Prof ram.
Student Service Center

Student Learning Center

WARREN HALL

WILSON HALL
'ACADEMIC ADVISING
-CAREER ADVISING
'READING AND
WRITING LAB
'COMMUNICATIONS
LAB

.

'FINANCIAL AID
'CASHIER'S OfFICS
'REGISTRAR'S OfflCE
'CARD SERVICES

THOMAS SC\LAJgraphii s editoi

information hubs for students.
Information desks and network
computers will be available at
these locations so students can
find general information about
campus.
The CISAT location will help
connect students who attend
classes and live across Interstate
81 to main campus.
Some students have mixed
feelings about tne changes that

will occur as a result of the new
Student Success Program.
Junior Toni Allen said she
thinks the new centers are "a
wonderful idea" because they
will cut down on the time students spend traveling to and
from different offices.
But Junior Eric Evol feels differently.
"[The new student service
centers] might make it too hard

to get in," he said. "If you centralize everything, it might get too
busy."
Despite these office changes,
Sonner Hall will continue to
serve as a welcome center for the
university and handle admission
and career interviews. The Center
for Off-Campus Living, located
in Taylor Down Under, will continue to focus on commuter
needs.
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TDU gets minor facelift
New additions, activities aid Taylor Down Under's
quest to become mainstream student hangout area
by jenny Strom a nn
contributing writer
Taylor Down Under opened its
doors this semester sporting a new
look and several new additions.
A new stage, two computers and
chairs painted by students are
among the additions aimed at
enhancing TDU's relaxed atmosphere since its opening three years
agoDining Services donated the computers, which offer e-mail and internet
access, giving TDU's lounge a
"Cyber Cafe" feel, said Kevin
Vaughn, one of TDU's student managers.
Sophomore Kimberly Kim visits
TDU at least twice a week to check email. "It's more comfortable than a
computer lab," Kim said.
Vaughn said in addition to a new
stage, TDU's coffee bar has expanded
service with more desserts and a new
drink called a slushee, "better than a
slurpee."
The Corner Pocket, TDU's game
room, also has a new addition: electronic shuffleboard. The new game
should be ready within a few weeks.
David Barnes, director of the university center, said his colleagues
from other universities are impressed

with TDU. "It's fairly unique,"
Barnes said. "It's been created [for
the] needs of students. If it was
planned by administrators, it would
probably have a different look."
The creation of TDU's new look is
due to a collaborative effort by Mel
Maher, director of the center for offcampus living, and TDU staff. Its
funding comes from the University
Center and Comer Pocket revenues.
Drew Stelljes, TDU graduate
assistant, said part of TDU's purpose
is "to expose students to the different
resources available to them within
the Center for Off-Campus Living."
Last week's "TDU Week" proved
more students are participating in its
events than last year.
Stelljes said "TDU Week" was a
success and student turn-out has
been higher than normal.
Tuesday's traditional Open Mic
Night's turn-out surprised Senior
Megan Haszard. Haszard works for
TDU and sings back-up for twin sister Carmen. Haszard said last year
she and her sister performed for a
crowd composed mostly of their
friends.
"But this year at Open Mic Night,
[the lounge] was full," Haszard said.
"It's a lot nicer playing to people
than empty futons."

About 100 people attended
Tuesday's Open Mic Night to watch
10 of their peers perform.
About 200 students turned out for
Monday's Poetry Readings presented by Gardy Loo!, Stelljes said.
Junior Jacob Wascalus, Gardy Loo!
prose editor, said about 20 students
read poetry to TDU's crowd. "This
gave us a chance to get our name out
and to inform students of the literary
magazine," he said. Gardy- Loo!
plans to sponsor another poetry
reading at TDU later in the semester.
Wednesday's Game Night, which
featured free pool, arcade games,
ping pong and workshops, was also
packed. "Everyone was here,"
Freshman Q Yi said about Game
Night.
Vaughn said there was also a
good turn-out for Thursday's country line dancing lessons.
Natural Highs President Kara
Couch said about 16 students
showed up to learn the basics of
country line dancing. Natural Highs
sponsored the event.
TDU's web-site address is
http://urww.jmu.edu/offcampliv.cp.htm.
Open Mic night is every Tuesday
from 8 p.m to 10:30 p.m. Students interested in performing should call COCL
X6071.

ALLYSON HOFETUstaff photographer

Shooting pool at Taylor Down Under's Comer Pocket
Saturday morning, freshman Madeline Brooks prepares
to sink the eight ball In the comer pocket.

JMU Blood Wars injects
needle in the right vein
by Neal Crovo
police reporter
Campus poHcfi report the following:
Vehicle/Bicycle Accident
• A student driving a car stopped at the stop
sign in front of Zane Showker Hall, turned left
into P-tot and struck a student riding a bicycle
southbound on Bluestone Drive in the
northbound lane at 5:56 p.m. Sept 23.
The student had minor bruises and
abrasions.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole four
CD's and a wallet containing credit cards and
$10 in cash from the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority house at 2:15 p.m. Sept. 23.
• Unidentified individuals allegedry stole a red
21-speed GT Outpost mountain bike with a
black spiderweb paint design from the Wampler
Hall bike rack at 10:13 a.m. Sept 24.
The bike is valued at $350.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
wallet containing two credit cards from a gym
bag at Godwin Hall Field at 8:04 p.m. Sept. 24..
The wallet is valued at $32. .
Possession of Stolen Property
• Four students were judicially charged with
possession of stolen property after being found
with three banners from Larry Homes, one

banner from McDonakfs, one Jeep Wrangler
sign, six menu boards from Taco Bell, one
Taco Bell drive thru sign and one padded
wooden wicker-style chair in Chappelear Hall at
1:47 am. Sept. 26.
Property Damage
• Unidentified individuals aHegedry kicked and
cracked the outside glass door at the south
entrance to Market One at 8 p.m. Sept 24.
Damage is estimated at $300.
Underage- Possession
of
Alcohol
• Bryan S. Johnson, 20, of The Plains, was
arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol at the Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity house at 11:05 p.m. Sept. 25.
Indecent Exposure
• An unidentified male allegedly exposed
himself at Taylor Hall at 2& I p.m. Sept. 25.
Violation of Drug Policy
• A student was judicially charged with
violating the drug policy after being found in
possession of a small amount of plant
material/paraphernalia in Blue Ridge Hall at
9:05 Sept 25.
Number of drunk in pubfic charges since June
14:17

JMU blood drive puts each residential area in
competition to donate blood to those in need
by donating blood and five points for volunteering by helping with check-ins and serving
food and juice to donators, so even those
It may not be World War III, but there are scared of needles can help,
four different allied sides in Blood Wars, a
The winning area in Blood Wars will
program that challenges JMU students to receive a prize that hasn't been announced
help others in need.
yet. In the past, prizes have included a pizza
Blood Wars pits the residents of each area party and T-shirts for all participants in the
— Bluestone, Lakeside, Hillside and the winning area.
Village — against each __^______«__
Giving blood saother in a competition to <<r _
.
. ,
, ves lives. In the UnIT .
donate the most blood
\GlVlYl2 blOOdl IS SUCH. >ted States, about 14
million pints of blood
to the American Red
are
donated annually
Cross. Blood Wars kicks a Simple thing tO UO that
from about 8 million
off Wednesday in Eagle
i
i •
people, the the AmerHaii from 2 to 7 p.m.
makes such a Dig
ican Association of
"[Giving blood] is
>y
Blood
Banks Home
such a simple thing to difference.
Page,
said.
The blood
do that makes such a big
Beck Hu er
difference," said Becky
y
8 supply is used to help
CSL Special Project Coordinator about
4
million
Huger, Special Project
patients yearly.
Coordinator
of
The American Red Cross depends on
Community Service Learning. "People don't
understand how important blood is in an JMU as a source of blood donation, said
Doug Horwitz, former Donor Recruitment
emergency situation."
Blood Wars, sponsored by the American and Development Representative for the Red
Red Cross, is a competition between the four Cross.
"The Red Cross is very happy when JMU
main living areas on campus. Students living
is back in session because it brings together
in the Hillside, Bluestone, Village and
Lakeside areas compete to obtain the most giving students," Horwitz said. "In the past,
blood drives at JMU have been the most sucblood donors.
The Blood Wars breakdown is as follows:
see BLOOD page 9
participants earn three points for their area
by Kristi Groome
contributing writer
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Sproles takes English department helm
New head plans to expand internship opportunities for English majors,
encourages students to be optimistic about future career openings
by Keri Schwab
contributing writer
A new English department
head plans to make internships
more accessible to English majors
atJMU.
Karyn Sproles, who was hired
in early April and began work
July 1, said one of her goals as department head is to have a strong
internship program in the
English department by next year.
Work on this program has
already begun. Internships are
important because they show
English majors there are jobs
available to them and give them
reason to be optimistic about
their futures, Sproles said.
"I want to make sure students
know . . . how to find a job and
aren't afraid of doing what they
love and want to do," Sproles
said.
English professor Cameron
Nickels said about 55 people
applied for the department head
position.
A search committee chaired
by Nickels narrowed the pool to
11 candidates.
These candidates were interviewed at the Modem Language

Sproles replaced Peter Hager,
has talked with many
former
acting head, who is now
students about the
Director
of the Institute of
English department and
Technical
and Scientific Comtheir classes.
English professor munication at JMU.
New English Department Head
Originally from Alexandria,
Katherine Lappas said
Sproles received her degree in litSproles
has
made
no
•Originally from Alexandria
major changes in the erature from American Univer,n
___^-^^___ sity and
•Degree in literature
department
earned
so far, but
a
University.
her M.A.
it's
still
glish from
and Ph.D.
•Earned her
early in the
in English
year.
"She
is
uffalo.
State Uni
from State
pushing for
•Spent
University
a course
of New
reduction
Collei
York Bufload... and job ana aren t
fJarrili
•English departrfien/ chaij
falo.
ordered a
„
• i /• j •
She
•Spent/two years *s dire<
brand-new afraid of doing
came to
Hamline.
JMU after
blessing,"
spending
THOMAS SCXLMgraphics editor L a p p a S
seven
said.
years as a
Sproles said her
Association Convention and nar- to be part of the JMU community
Karyn Sproles member
rowed to a smaller group who and is pleased with the English role has been mostly
English department head of the facto facilitate ideas the
was asked to visit the JMU cam- department.
ulty
at
"I am very impressed with faculty already have.
pus.
Hamline
College
in
St.
Paul,
The committee, composed of the quality of teaching and dedi- "Everyone is working so hard Minn.
five to six members, reached a cation of the faculty and commit- and doing so much," she said. "I
Sproles was chair of the
ment and interest of the stu- make sure that everyone has
mutual decision to hire Sproles.
English
department at Hamline
what
they
need
to
do
what
they
"We sought the best person, dents," she said.
for
three
years and also spent two
want
[in
the
department].
You
Sproles hasn't had direct daily
and we got the best person,"
years
as
Director of Women's
don't
need
to
fix
what's
ndt
brocontact with students because she
Nickels said.
studies.
Sproles said she is very happy is not teaching this semester but ken."

/ want to make
sure students know
. .. how to find a

4W

what they love and
want to do.'

School suspends child
for passing out mints
AP/newsiincLer
news service
MANASSAS — A 9-year-old boy who
gave candy mints to a classmate was suspended for one day at Weems .Elementary
School for violating a policy on look-alike
drugs.
The white tablets that got Joey Hoeffer
into trouble were Certs Concentrated
Mints. The parents of the other child complained their son thought the candy might
be illegal pills.
Joey's father called the reaction ludicrous.
"He's not a breath-mint addict or anything like that," said Wayne Hoeffer. "I
know the rules are there to stop illegal
drugs, and if it had been illegal drugs I
agree he should probably have been
expelled. But I think this is going a little
too far."
School officials, citing student confidentiality, had little to say about the matter other than to defend the policy and the
punishment.
"We don't suspend kids for bringing
Certs to school or handing out Certs to
other kids," said Manassas School
Superintendent Jim Upperman.
"We will, however, suspend kids for
bringing Certs or Lifesavers or anything
else to school and acting like it may be
something else.
"Without being specific, something

else obviously happened here,"
Upperman said.
The incident occurred after school Sept.
12, when Joey said he gave two mints to a
9-year-old friend. "I only told him they
were mints," Joey said.
But the friend's father said Joey
promised the mints woulq^make his son
jump higher. The boy's mother said the
claim worried her. "I wouldn't have gone
through all this if I thought it was only a
mint," she told The Washington Post, on
condition her family's identity not be disclosed. "... I don't want any kids offering
my kids any drugs. It's as simple as that."
The mother took the candy to school.
Joey said he was interviewed by
Weems Principal Gloria Jackson and a
police officer, who confiscated the candy
for analysis.
Joey's suspension was Sept. 16.
The school system's substance abuse
policy forbids "possession or distribution
[or attempted distributionl of drugs, illegal substances, controlled substances, or
'look-alikes,' which by dosage, unit,
appearance or by representation would
lead a reasonable person to believe the
substance is a controlled or illegal substance."
"I don't suspend children for bringing
candy to school," Jackson said. "But if a
child brings something that is harmful or
represents it as being harmful, we will
deal with that."

JEMi VHll.UPSOtilstajfphotoKrapher

Life is a picnic .. .
(L-R) Debra Jamison, Jilllan Laney and Christie Little, members of the Womens
Rugby team, make hamburgers and socialize during a griH party Thursday.
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Lewis, Ruple, Hart&Temeles
Attorneys at Law
A

CERTIFICATE

PERSONALLY

FUST YOUR

TICKET

& PROFESSIONALLY !

The Counseling and Student
Development Center
offers a Certificate Program
in Interpersonal Skills
Communication, Self-Esteem, Assertiveness,
Confronting Racism, Dealing with Difficult People,
Understanding Destructive Relationships,
Intimate Relationships, & Conflict Resolution
are all topics covered in workshops you choose from.
Additional topics are available for exploration through
Audio and Visual mediums. Printed material also
avaiahle through the program.
You Design Your Own Program. Upon completion, recieve a
Certificate. Cite this Program on your Resume!

»DUI, drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol & traffic offenses
•Drug cases & sexual assault
•Honor code & disciplinary hearings
•Personal injury & accidents
•Sexual harrassment
•Business planning & commercial litigation
432-6624
Evening & Saturday
hours available

276 W. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA

September 29Octobcr 6

'#)) CONTACT THE COUNSELING & STUDENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
VARNER HOUSE
S6S-65S2

(jour JLatne Jiere

K ^~
E

izzinna

F [ATUREC!
I
V
October 7, 2-6pm Register by: Oct 3
E
AQUATICS 8r SAFETY

CPR For the Professional Rescuer
Get certified now!

AEROBICS &
WELLNESS
SPORTS TRIVIA

CELEBRATE WOMEN'S
HEALTH
Oct I 4:30-7:3Opm
UREC Atrium

Entries Due:
Sept 30-0ct 2
Managers' Meeting
Oct 6, 4:30pm

Sept. 29-Oct.3

RUN THE MARINE CORPS
MARATHON WITH UREC!

Coming soon....
Golf and Soccer!

October 6-10

Details to come!

Mondays l-6pm
Tues-Fri 10am-6pm
Taylor Room 305

questions?
callx6541

Oct 6-26

ADVENTURE CLINICS
OUTDOOR COOKING

Oct 8, 4-6pm, Register by: Oct 6
Check out our upcoming hiking and
rock climbing trips.
SPORT CLUB EXPO
October 1, 4-6 pm UREC Atrium
Meet club officers and join a club today!
For more info, call x8700, or visit http://www.jmu.edu/recreation
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Leisure activities people named among their most favorite
this year, and changes from 1995:
No change

Reading

it Science Fiction/Fantasty Guild meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 402,7 p.m. Details: CC, 574-4704.
* Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, 574-3418.

TV
watching
Family
time
Fishing

19%

I

# Honor Awareness Week, the commons, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Gardening£2°/<3

it Volunteer meeting, sponsored by Women's Resource
Center, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,7 p.m. Details: Women's
Resource Center, x3407.

Team
sports

it Psychology Department Peer Advisors present
"Preparing for the GRE's and Getting Into Graduate
School," Burress Hall, rm. 44,7-9 p.m.
• Feminist conference planning, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,
8 p.m. Details: Ann, x0844.
it Bluestone meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 217,
8:30 p.m. Details: Rachel, x6541.

TUESDAY

Golf

I

Walking
THOMAS SCALA/grap/ii« editor

30

it EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m.
it ROAR meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 200,6 p.m. Details:
Women's Resource Center, x3407.
it AED Premedical Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 31,
7 p.m.
* College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,
7:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 432-1434.
• Bible study, presented by Canterbury Episcopal
Campus Ministry, Canterbury House; 7-8 p.m. Details:
Martha, x5462. '
/
it Operation Smile Youth Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
306,8 p.m. Details: Amanda, 433-5953.
# Open Mic Night, Taylor Down Under, TDU stage,
8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

1

it Cotton Mather, professor emeritus and founder and
president of the New Mexico Geographical Society, presents "Our Landscape and the American Dream,"
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 4 p.m.
it Stratford Players present "Blenders with Guns,"
Theatre n, 8 p.m. Details: Stratford Players, xl364.
it Bryan and Jay perform live acoustic music, TDU stage,
8 p.m.
it Evening prayer, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059.

THURSDAY
it EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m.
Details: Liz, x7877.
it Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center,
434-6822
it Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall
lobby, 6 p.m. Details: Jessica, x7557.
it Anthropology club meeting, Sheldon Hall, rm. 114,
6 p.m. Details: Megan, 574-4515.
* Folk group practice, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
7-8 p.m. Details: CCM House, 434-7360.
it Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
Highlands Room, Warren Campus Center, 8 p.m.
it Young Democratic Socialists meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
400,8 p.m. Details: Michael, 574-1957.

Match made in heaven — Bob Dylan
plays in concert for Pope John Paul II

Mom charged with violating provision
of Iowa law for tattooing daughter

BOLOGNA, Italy — It's the stuff of which legends are
made: the rebel who's been knock, knock, knocking on
Heaven's door meets the man with the keys to the
kingdom.
Saturday night's concert is likely to go down as one of
the more unlikely encounters of modem times: Bob Dylan
playing for Pope John Paul II.
The concert, the highlight of a week-long religious
congress in Bologna, was billed as a chance for the 77year-old pope to spend time with young peT>ple "and
their music."
Sitting on a dias on one side of the stage, he returned
the cheery waves of performers, including a black gospel
choir belting out a rousing version of "Amen" for the
audience of about 200,000.
It is not clear what the pontiff thinks about Dylan, a
Minnesota native. He hasn't said a word about it. Ditto
for Dylan.
They seem an unlikely pairing, the pope and the rock
'n' roll troubadour, the embodiment of Church authority
and the quintessential anti-authoritarian.
But they share a preoccupation with mortality and
morality. And both played pivotal roles in the profound
social changes of the 1960s.
Karol Wojtyla, the future pope, was a key member of
the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s, which brought
about sweeping reforms in the Roman Catholic Church.
Robert Zimmerman, the future musical legend, was
writing songs that defined the times for many.
They would both go on to travel the world, one with a
message forged by his Catholic faith, the other with a
message far more ambiguous spiritually.
—AP/newsfinder news service

DES MOINES, Iowa — Ramona Cox doesn't
understand how she could be charged for giving in to her
daughter's request for a tattoo.
Using a sewing needle and black ink, Cox, 32, tattooed
a cross on her 14-year-old's ankle. She is charged with
violating a seldom-used provision of Iowa law that says a
person younger than 18 cannot be legally tattooed, with
or without a parent's permission.
"It was a little, tiny, tiny, tiny cross on her ankle," Cox
said. "I can give her parental consent to get her ears —
and any other part of her body — pierced, but I can't give
her a tattoo?"
Danielle Herold showed it to her father, Merlin Herold,
who reported it to authorities in May.
'To me, it's just like child abuse," Herold said Friday.
"Tattooing like that is a permanent thing. You need to be
an adult."
Cox said her daughter repeatedly asked for the tattoo.
After letting Danielle ponder the decision for a week, Cox
said she finally drew the cross.
"I'm not saying put a tattoo on a 2-year-old or a 10year-old," Cox said. "But a 13- or 14-year-old? With
parental consent, it's fine."
She accused her ex-husband of using the tattoo against
her in divorce proceedings. Their divorce became final in
August.
Bob Rigg of the Drake University legal clinic has taken
on the case. He said the case goes beyond a family
squabble. He said it raises questions about free speech,
government interference and parental control.
"It's the youth's right to rebel," Rigg said. "Does the
government want to control that? And to what extent?"
—AP/newsfinder news service

i

Preview

Coming soon to the Breeze. . .

•News: "Rape is Not Sex," presented by C.A.R.E. Sept. 30
•Style: Used bookstores in and around Harrisonburg
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574-4700
Call Ahead For 10 Minute Pick-up
Limit 10 pizzas per order

,&[&\

425 N Ma,

-

n S*-

/^JkW^i
I larrisonburg
LASBBLJ Open Dally 11 am
[PIZZA DCUvtRS) Open Late 2am
Fri k Sat. till 3 am

ATTENTION
TOYOTA
OWNERS

and Other Japanese Imports

Now Open for Business

Valley import Senib
1** Your Toyota Spedottst
Owr 3S y—r iignliiica

*V

Robby Groome 'David Pecor* Mike Davis

»*/VSE Certified Master Technicians
•Personal Quality Service*
at Reasonable Prices
•15K, 30K & 60K
Scheduled
Maintainance
•Brake Work-Tuneups•Timing Belts*
Repack Wheel
Bearings»All other
service and repair needs
1170 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg

(540)433-6051
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri

Hi. 42 North, next to Neighbors Exxon

10% OFF
WITH JMU ID

IAl: INTRODUCTORY STUDENT INTEREST RATE
THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY. CALL I'oOO.CITIBANK
1997 Citibank (South Dakot.il. N A
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Blood
continued from page 3

cessful among colleges in the area.
Students have been anxious to help."
Fear is often a factor that prevents
many students from giving blood. But the
process of giving only takes 7 to 8 minutes
and the initial puncture is "just a little
pinch, maybe a little stinging for 5 to 10
seconds," Horwitz said.
With a goal of 50 to 60 donors per
drive, many JMU students are working
hard to help ensure Blood Wars is a success.
"All of the Community Service
Representatives are going door to door to
try to get everyone involved," Kimberly
Ratcliffe, CSR and Lakeside Coordinator,
said. "Just in my dorm, Eagle, we've had
50 people sign up."
Horwitz stresses the importance of
blood donors in aiding patients in need.
■'

/

/

/

.

"As well as JMU has done, blood needs
are never-ending," he said. "It's an ongoing constant need to keep patients
alive."
Sophomore Andrea Bender said, "I am
not doing it just for the Blood Wars. I want
to benefit those in need. The Blood Wars
does give me some incentive, though."
Freshman Brett Rome said, "If my
blood can help save a life, I'll do it. I would
hope somebody would do the same for
me."
Three other blood drives will take place, one
in each competition area: Oct. 21, Gifford Hall;
Nov. 5, Huffman Hall and Nov. 11, Hillside
Hall. Any students interested in donating
blood should contact Becky Huger of
Community Service-Learning at x6366. Walkins are welcome, but appointments are encouraged. Any ]MU students can participate.
/
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Glitches in Simmons' murder
case delay trial for three months
statement to Commonwealth's Attorney
Douglas Stark saying the defendant is not
entitled to the "work notes or memoranda
HARRISONBURG — The trial of a for- that were the basis of the reports."
mer JMU student accused of murdering
Graves was obviously displeased by
two other former JMU students has been Sigel's response.
delayed for three months after complaints
"I'll be doggone if I want to be reversed
from defense attorneys.
by the lab director," he said.
Lawyers said on Friday the state crime
In asking for a continuance, defense
laboratory had defied a court order, police attorneys John Holloran and David Walsh
had lost evidence
said they still hadand the prosecution
n't received many
it
had failed to proitems they were
vide items to the
supposed to get
defense.
months ago.
Rockingham
"Basically we are
County
Circuit
in a position that
Judge Porter Graves
we should have
pushed back Brent months ago. There is no been about three
Simmons trial to
months
ago,"
Walsh
,,Jhere
Jan. 22.
Simmons, 24,
is no way the
>>
defendant can be
faces capital murder ready for trial.
and other charges in
ready for trial.'
the Oct. 12, 1996,
David Walsh
Stark admitted
defense attorney for Brenl Simmons the defense had not
shooting deaths of
Ann Olson, 25, and
received
some
Keith O'Connell, 23. "
materials.
For
Olson and O'Connell had been dating example, he said a certificate of analysis
about two months before their deaths. from the state laboratory apparently had
Simmons was Olson's former boyfriend.
been lost by city police.
Graves had ruled the defense should be
Another point of contention is if phogiven all scientific reports and "all under- tographs exist of a footprint near the crime
lying documents which were prepared or scene.
came into being during the course of or in
A plaster cast of that footprint was
preparation of scientific reports."
made and didn't match any shoes seized
But lab Director Steven Sigel sent a, from Simmons, according to court files.
AP/newsfinder
news service

Basically we are in a
position that we should
have been about three

way the defendant can be

*»<••
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Club PC with Vic Henley
8 p.m. PC Ballroom
Come out to Club PC and see this hilarious
comedian who has performed with Dennis
Miller and Dana Carvey.

m a;

OPEN >1IC
The Board of Visitors and
the President of James Madison University
and
the Dean, faculty and staff of
the College of Integrated Science and Technology
request the pleasure of your company
at the dedication
of the first CISAT academic building
on Friday, the third of October
at 2 o 'clock
in the Auditorium
and to
tours and receptions
immediately following
Walking access across the bridge
Shuttle available from Godwin bus stop

Every Tuesday
5:30 p.m.

II\I»I»V HOI IS

AEROBICS!
Every Friday
5:30 p.m.
UREC

FALL SPORTS
FANATIC
Friday, Aug. 29 through
Friday, Oct. 18
Contact JMU Athletics for your
Fanatics Card and you could be
a winner of a FREE T-shirt!

Tuesday. Sept. 30
Rape Is Net Sex
7:30 p.m. Wilson Hall Auditorium
A program designed and acted by members
of CARE at JMU. Statistics and stories about
sexual assault issues here and in our lives.

Wed. Oct. 1
Sport Clubs Expe
4-6 p.m.
UREC Atrium
For students who want to know about sport
clubs and how to join the fun. Meet club
officers and join a club of your choice today.

COMING NEXT WEEK!
Religious Emphasis Week
Collegiate Health and Fitness Tear

ADVENTURES l\

The Emperor's New Clothes

HI MM. LOTTO

Graduate/Professional School Fair

Starts Oct. 6
Watch for your room's lotto
number and a chance 'o win1

more!

/
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A "where-are-we-supposed-to-sit?" dart to the
people who stole the lounge chairs in the Wampler
study lounge for their own personal uses.
Sent in by a Wampler resident who doesn 't want to
study on the floor.

Pat...

Students ousted from Old Town?

There's an amendment to a residential-zoning because we're apathetic students. We won't point
ordinance up for proposal next month, and it out that a student, like every other American citiit would eliminate future boarding houses in zen, should have the right to live anywhere,
Old Town Harrisonburg. Students live in boarding regardless of Byrd's density issues (no pun intendhouses. Equation: City Council wants to eliminate ed).
students from Old Town 'Burg. Is that right, City
So this is the issue at hand. It is not about some
Councilman John Byrd?
students acting like high schoolers with their first
"Student housing should be in areas that are Buds when dealing with cops. It is not about some
being built for that purpose instead of being students throwing loud parties and throwing up.
spread around to areas that are „ c
...
,
.
It is about many students who
not,' Byrd said in the Sept. 22 00 ttllS IS the ISSUe at would simply like to have the
issue of The Breeze. "This is a
hand
It ;\ nhnut °PPortunity to live within a
density issue. There are other nuna
. . . 11 IS aOOUl real-world community rather
han cam {o
people moving into this commany
students
who
*
£ P l allege kids on
munity that need more hous, . .
Port Republic Road. It is about
ing."
W'OUUl Simply like tO students who respect gardens
Other people? Wonder if /
.f
..
untrampled and families with
those "other people" are non- Have the Opportunity sleeping children on Friday
students. But we cannot really f
i•
,
nights. It is about recognizing
fi •
blame Byrd for using the word t0 "Ve Within a real- a*
that destructiveDersonaHtiesdo
destructive personalities do
"other" — it is natural for" him
not dwell only in students but
to do so. As a Harrisonburg
just may inhabit the body of
community member, the antiyour next non-student neighJMU sentiment is ingrained in
bor.
his head. We cannot blame him
But the City of Harrisonfo^resortingtousvsthempoli- p^ RepubUc Road » burg will not recognize these
factors unless we, as students,
But can the community
voice them at the Oct. 14 meetblame students for feeling a little .. . shall we say
ing. Do yourself and -future stuunwanted, when such amendments are proposed? dents a favor: preserve your rights and your repuAnd can they blame us if we show up at the Oct. tation and be there.
14 hearing in city council chambers to plead our —
case before they vote on the amendment?
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
But for once, we'll save them the trouble of board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
blaming us. We won't show up at that hearing the opinion editor.

world community
rather than a camp
for college kids on

Editorial Policy

Kristen Heiss .. . editor
Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor
KeUey M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor

V N I v E P.

l

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no nn>rithan 800 words, and both will be.published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion .it'the newspaper,
this start, or James Madison University.

A "helluva-performance" pat to the readers, open
mikers and solo guitarist at last Monday's gardy loo!
reading.
Sent in by a gardy loo! editor who enjoyed hearing
your work.

Bart...
A "you-know-who-you-are" dart to the person
who stole my beer and my backpack at Melrose
Friday night.
Sent in by a student who spent hard-earned money
and didn 't appreciate your thieving ways.
_^
JP#t#..

A "thanks-a-lot" pat to the Campus Cadets who
walked me to my car from UREC late Sunday night
without my having to ask.
Sent in by a student who appreciates your
dedication to helping others.

Dart...
A "you're-showing-your-ignorance" dart to the
person who covered the word 'not' on a flier for the
Rape is not Sex lecture.
Sent in by a student who thinks you should attend
the lecture and learn something.

Pat...
A "you-rock" pat to my friend who got us both out
of a ticket Saturday with some smooth talking and a
lot of tears.
Sent in by a student who won't have a court date
thanks to YOU.

OP/ED
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Students need better information on violence
I walk to and from my classes most days.
A few days ago I stayed late for a
speaker on violence at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, so I walked home in the dark. No
big deal, right?
As I reached the path that leads up to
Hunter's Ridge from behind the Port
Republic Road Exxon, I was struck by a
disturbing thought: this is a dark, treelined path, perfect for an attacker to hide.
My heartbeat quickened and I picked up
my pace, peering into the trees for signs of
life. It feels funny in retrospect, but for a
moment I was legitimately scared.
It wasn't working in D.C., living in
northern Virginia, studying in New York
City or the speaker I'd just heard that
made me nervous. It was the stories I'd
gathered from friends during my three
years in Harrisonburg. As a freshman,
those dark spaces between the trees
wouldn't have bothered me for a minute.
As a senior, I realize I was naive back then,
and the threat of personal violence in
Harrisonburg is very real.
I have collected dozens of stories of
date rape and groping by complete
strangers, of people being harassed by
drunks and robbed by other college students. I have not sought these stories. They
have come to me in the tears and fears of
my friends. I have learned Harrisonburg,

the safety mecca of college campuses, is one's life, but these instances are rarely
still not safe. And I have the pervasive feel- reported and even more rarely investigating the JMU administration and Harris- ed. My freshman year, a friend got drunk
onburg Police Department do much more and was fondled against her will on the
to push the safe campus notion than the dance floor at a fraternity party. She cried
reality that JMU, like every other place on to me but didn't come forward- because
she wasn't sure
earth, has its
a crime had
share of violent
been commitacts.
ted and was
I'm not saying
afraid of the
there is a conspir— Julie Ruffo
repercussions
acy between JMU
considering her
and HPD against
the students and community. What I am drunken state.
The truth of the matter is any such act
saying is I feel students aren't told the
whole story. It seems victims are often told against someone's will is a crime. Even if it
nothing can be done about attacks, and the had been rape, I don't think she would
incidents themselves are either not shared have reported it because of the shame she
with the community or only let out in bits felt. There is no shame except that which
we project upon ourselves and each other.
and pieces.
Telling a victim there is nothing he or Only by speaking out or taking action can
she can do makes them powerless. There is we resist becoming victims and help prealmost always an avenue to pursue. But vent others from becoming victims as well.
Yes, Harrisonburg is a small town: safe,
the police and community must be willing
to support the victim through the pain of secure and cozy. But that doesn't mean the
reliving the incident by speaking out- A runoff from society doesn't meander in
wall of "no comment" and "I can't reveal our direction. Every town, no matter how
that information" by the police to the small, has problems. Our community has a
great reputation, but that doesn't mean we
press does a disservice to the community.
Most disturbing to me are the crimes can leave our doors unlocked or walk
against women. Every week I hear a new around alone at night. We have to be
story of some evil that has crept into some- smart.

Guest Columnist

But I fear that because of the lack of
people coming forward about personal
crimes, lack of information and subsequent
lack of publicity, many of us think crime
doesn't exist here.
As journalists at The Breeze, I feel it is
our responsibility to inform the community when crime occurs. My question is how
can we do our jobs effectively when we
keep hitting brick walls of vagueness put
up by the police and JMU administration?
Without sharing all of the basic information about a crime, we, as a community,
cannot make educated decisions about
how to protect ourselves. We will not feel
the need to protect ourselves if there is no
perceived threat. This is not a high crime
zone, and I don't want to sound like an
alarmist, but it only takes one person and
one moment to change your life forever.
Lack of information forces students to
be naive. Lack of a supportive environment for victims keeps them from coming
forward. If we don't know the reality of
what is out there, how can we protect ourselves? And if perpetrators know they
won't be pursued and ousted to the community, what's to stop them from acting?
Please, take the blinders off.
-—■—-—'
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Julie Ruffo is a senior mass communication
major and a staff writer.

Let children keep their innocence; leave adult issues to adults
Imagine being back in elementary school. I know it was
a long time ago for all of us, but just try. You were
learning cursive and multiplication tables, your mom
still left those cute little notes in your lunch box, and recess
was the best part of the day. For the most part, you still
had your innocence. Now imagine being in elementary
school and getting suspended for violating your school's
substance abuse policy.

Faux Pas
— Kelley M. Blassingame
That is exactly what happened to a nine-year-old boy
in a Manassas elementary school Sept. 12. Poor little Joey
Hoeffer was suspended for one day from Weems
Elementary School for giving Certs mints to a classmate,
according to an article in Wednesday's Daily News-Record.
The Certs in question were the concentrated tablet kind
(how are these horrible things even getting through
schoolhouse doors?). Joey gave the mints to the other boy
and told him they would make him "jump higher." The
parents of the child Joey gave them to thought they were

illegal pills. Joey's father called the reaction df the child's
parents "ludicrous" — so do I.
I thought after I heard about the six-year-old boy
charged with sexual harassment last year I'd heard it all.
Never in my wildest dreams did I think there would be an
incident that would take the cake on that one. I obviously
grossly underestimated how far public school systems are
willing to go to make insane charges against innocent children.
What happened to Joey was — to put it bluntly — stupid. Weems Elementary, and public schools in general,
should be more committed to making sure students are
learning all they can to grow into well-adjusted adults,
rather than making them paranoid about bringing candy
to school. Apparently, Joey violated the Manassas school
system's substance abuse policy on "look-alike drugs,"
according to the DN-R article. OK, on the slim possibility
that a reasonably intelligent adult can mistake Certs for
drugs, why not let the kid off once it was known he had
mints and not drugs? They were mints, for heaven's sake!
Granted, times have changed. And unfortunately, it is
completely possible — and relatively easy — for elementary school children to obtain drugs. But that was not the
case with little Joey. All he was guilty of was possession of
harmless candy.
I am a firm believer in the idea we should keep children as innocent as possible for as long as possible. I'm not
suggesting we let them live obliviously in the Eden of

Legos and Barbie forever. We should definitely make
them aware of the dangers of the world they live in. But
how is suspending a nine-year-old boy from school going
to teach him anything except to be scared to death to bring
candy to school? What's next? Are we going to hear about
kids getting suspended for possession of M&M's, Pixie
Stix or Junior
Mints?

SCOTT TROBAUGH/sfnior artist

Let's .not push the fears and concerns we have as
adults onto our children until it's absolutely necessary. As
they grow up, they'll have plenty of time to worry about
the dangers of drugs and all the other terrifying things in
life. Let's let them stay in the Eden of Legos and Barbie as
long as they can.
Kelley M. Blassingame is a junior SMAD major and the
opinion editor.

NBC sportscaster MarvAWert was ftred Thursday after
IT AP1T OiriT* he Pleaded guilty to assault and battery. Did *tBCnud&
decision by terminating Albert?
Responses for and against should be typewritten and no longer
than 350 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected for
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m.
Tuesday. Send, bring or e-mail all responses to:

The Breeze
G-l Anthony-Seeger
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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on Mondayj October 6
in the Madison Leadership Center
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Richmond Ballet dazzles at Wilson
by Sarah Kain
staff writer
Reaching beyond its typical
impressive display of athletic and
technical ability, the Richmond
Ballet's performance in Wilson
Hall Saturday evening demonstrated an effective tutorial on the
progression of ballet.

REVIEW
As part of JMU's Masterpiece
Season, the Richmond Ballet
showcased ballet's development
from classical to modern, with
three drastically different pieces;
moving from the strictly formal
to slightly more avant-garde to
entirely contemporary styles.
The show began with
George Balanchine's "Allegro
Brilliante" — perhaps a textbook
example of classical ballet, minus
the frilly tutus. To appreciate this
particular work, one must be content to judge ballet merely by its
composition. One must both
acknowledge and marvel at the
way a choreographer uses space
and time.
Balanchine (at least in this
piece) is all about the "geometry"
of dance: the way dancers' arms
and legs create lines and angles,
the way a series of bodies create
symmetry and asymmetry, and
the way patterns repeat through
space and time.
His work can be appreciated

merely for its technical aspect.
Even the costumes and lighting are devoid of character and
feeling. The entire work takes
place in very bright stage light,
filtered to a slight degree by blue
and pink tones that echo the
dancers' costumes. The costumes
of the corps are identical, paralleling the outfits of the principals.
In short, "Allegro Brilliante" is
emotionless right down to the
tidy plastic smiles of the dancers.
The piece is a good example
of classical form — no question
about that. Some of the dancers'
movements, however, looked
forced and cumbersome. It
appeared the dancers were not as
comfortable with "Allegro
Brilliante" as they were with the
other two pieces of the program
— Malcom Burn's "Complete
Trust" and Colin Connor's
"Streets and Legends." Perhaps
because these works demanded a
certain amount of self-expression
from each dancer.
Undoubtedly, the most
impressive piece of the evening
was Burn's "Complete Trust,"
which followed "Allegro
Brilliante." Originally a pas de
deux titled "Trust," (performed
for a JMU audience last
September), the finished work
involved six dancers instead of
the initial two and was much
longer and much more intricate
in emotional content and composition.
The dancers' bodies, in this

work, were allowed to bend,
twist and contort in a slower,
more fluid style. Personal interpretation was not only allowed in
this piece — it was essential.
While dancers' moves echoed
each other, pure symmetry and
strictly identical gestures were,
thankfully, missing.
Instead, the dancers intertwined their limbs, crawled
through the air, tumbled over
and under one another and eventually came to embody Burn's
vision of "Complete Trust,"
demonstrating faith in one another and confidence in themselves
as individuals.
Even the costumes evidenced
contemplation and self-exploration. They also complemented
the depth and shadows of the
stage lighting.
The last piece, "Streets and
Legends," was certainly the most
contemporary of the three. Set
apart immediately by the music
— fierce Scottish fiddles and the
occasional rock-'n'-roll guitar riff
— this piece seemed the most
attuned to the power of music.
The dancers' feet, torsos, wrists
and heads kept the rhythm of the
piece going as much as the
pounding drums did. The costumes added to the "modern"
feel with a combination of street
and dance clothes.
As a program7, these three
pieces worked exceptionally well
together. They contrasted just
enough to represent the varying

PHOTO COURTESY RICHMOND BALLET
Members of the Richmond Ballet performed contemporary and
classical works Saturday evening in Wilson Hall Auditorium.

styles and movements within the
world of ballet. They demonstrated' all the elements essential to
the program — lighting, costuming, music and, of course, movement — by drastically changing
all the elements within each
work.

The dancers led the audience
through a three-part lesson on
the aesthetics of ballet without
their realizing it. It was the subtlety of the teaching that made
this performance one of the more
enjoyable "classes" at JMU this
year.

Literary magazine, gardy loo!, readies for 3rd edition
Margeurite "Miz" Daniels
contributing writer
A year ago, senior Sarah Kain felt
there was a. need for another literary magazine at JMU. Kain found
she was not alone. Joining her roommate
Laura Miller, a senior sociology major, the
two approached the English department
with a proposal resulting in the birth of
gardy loo!: JMU's Magazine of the Arts.
The quarterly magazine, which offers a
creative forum for all students, is on the
verge of publishing its 3rd edition. Due to
funding from the Media Board, which is
responsible for overseeing The Breeze and
the Bluestone, gardy loo! has increased its
circulation from 600 the first issue to about
1,000 now.
"We're hoping to attract the readership
of people who aren't necessarily active in
the arts, but who still hold an interest in
them," Kain said.
The 3rd edition, which will be available
at the end of October, features poetry,
prose, photos, illustrations and reviews.
"gardy loo! is one of the few organizations on campus where any student can
submit their creative works," said senior
Deirdre McConnell, art editor for gardy loo!
Most contributors to gardy loo! are either
English or SMAD majors, however, sub-

missions are welcome from all students,
McConnell said.
"I would have felt intimidated submitting to an honors program [publication],"
junior Tim Hartman, business manager,
said. "Everyone is so positive about literature as an art [at gardy loo!] it eliminates all
intimidation."

With a staff of about 40 people and a
variety of contributors, gardy loo! aims for
a modern, commercial design, while
avoiding an academic appearance.
However, the large number of submissions often give the magazine a cluttered

look.
"I think it's not designed to look like

MEGAN PILLX/coniributing photographer

Students read creative works at Taylor Down Under Monday for a gardy loo! activity.

the best magazine, but it focuses on content rather than appearance," Hartman
said.
,
The magazine holds poetry readings to
gain name recognition on campus. This
allows the artists to perform their works in
a friendly, supportive setting, where they
can receive immediate feedback.
Audiences fan see and hear the fruitful
progression of their fellow students.
One such reading recently took place in
Taylor Down Under last Monday.
Students used poetry and prose to express
feelings about youthful friendships, sexual
frustration, abortion and the need for inner
purity.
"My message is about the emptiness of
suburban life," junior Sean Hanrahan said.
"I enjoy playing around with cultural
images."
After such an invigorating success,
gardy loo! is planning future poetry readings, most likely to be held in TDU.
In the meantime Kain and gardy loo!
staff are making final preparations for the
3rd edition.
The deadline has passed for submissfon to
the 3rd edition, however, contributors to
future editions may send unsolicited works to
gardy loo! c/o The Literary Arts Society, Box
8286, James Madison University, 800 S. Main
Street, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807.
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HONOR
AWARENESS
WEEK

Warren Hall

BOOKH

Monday & Tuesday 850am -700pm
Wednesday - Friday 850am -530pm
Saturday HO0-4O0pm

Something New Everydayia
tfftol JMU sweatshirts, styles no one
has ever seen
//^i/JMU hats and jackets
tf&bl biographies - inspirational and entertaining
tfptol Dilbert greeting cards
M&bl ZIP drives
M&fil CD selection
Vfcl/J aromatherapy
tf&tf sunglasses
<w$En*BU
H=>

Drastically reduced for final sale:
baskets, hooks, crates....
Coming Soon- Halloween decorations and toys
OS

Sept. 29 - Oct. 2 at 10-3 p.m.
Located in the Commons Ck Mailroom

Stop by and sign the
Honor Pledge, test your
knowledge of the Honor
System, and enter to win
great prizes!

YOU DEMAND
$300
POWER,
cash back*
SPEED,
AND MOBILITY.
WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

Save another

cash back*
Color StyleWriter* 4500
NOW $319** KFOK KMTE

Power Macintosh'6500/250

32/4GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV——
L2/Zip Drive/Ethemet/Kbd
NOW $2,169** »Ott «»ATl

$200

PowerBook* 1400CS/133

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.

i6/tGB/8XCD/l2/n.3" DSTN display
NOW $2,299** "TOM KMAH

cash back*

*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

JMU Computer Program
JMU Bookstore, Warren Hall
Voice: (540) 568-3989 • Fax: (540) 568-7029
E-Mail: morrisjpOjmu.edu
•Prices & availability subject to change without notice.
For eligible JMU faculty, staff & students only.

>

cash back*

Power Macintosh* 4400/200
i6/2GB/8XCD/Mu»iple Scan 15AV/L2
Ethernet/Kbd
Now $2,018** KFOU *um

"Oflrr ,«>»»» Octobn 10.1997 ©199? Apple Computer. IIK. All rights lesetved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac. Macintosh, Po-eroook. Power Macintosh and StyleWiltei air rrgistrrrd tradrmarks ol Applr Computer. Inc. OneSttnner and OukkTaka an itattemirki nl Anni. I-,,-*.*., i», a»»u ..u irebate otlri valid from tat, u. <nt though Ortobe. 10. 1997. .bile supple last and subject to availability. VokJ whece p.0hlbl.rd by In. Srr participating 1,4.11,, to. further rules and details. All Macintosh computers art designed to be aa«tSt to IrXduah1 ^Ui?K i. tanfi
r IUS.
only), t*lt 800-600 /Boi ai TTV 900-755-0601.
*"
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Early Orson Welles play revisited
AP/newsfinder
neivs service
MADISON, Wis. — There is
no whispered "Rosebud." There
are no tales of Martian terror.
A play penned by a teenaged
Orson Welles about three men on
a fishing trip is finally making its
stage debut 60 years later.
"Bright Lucifer," pulled from
the State Historical Society's
archives by director/grocery
store butcher Jay Rath, opens in
Madison Sunday.
The play has become a lowbudget labor of love for Rath,
who led a small community theatre group through rehearsals at
a retirement home.
"I thought the play had historical significance, and once I read
it, I thought it had artistic significance too," he said.
Welles, a Kenosha native, set
"Bright Lucifer" aside soon after
arriving in Hollywood in 1939.
The tale is an exploration of
the nature of evil as seen through
the eyes of a precocious teenage
boy. The play is set in a cabin,
where three men have gathered
for a fishing expedition.

Two are brothers, a burnedout Hollywood horror-movie
actor and a scandal-mongering
newspaper editor. The third character, Eldred Brand, is the editor's teenage ward and the
"Bright Lucifer" of the play's
title.
Welles wrote most of the play
when he was 17, drawing loosely
upon his childhood experience.
Like Welles was, Eldred is an
orphan who has hay fever and
smokes cigars. Welles read
Nietzsche; Eldred talks like him.
There is the suggestion of a
sexual relationship between the
teenaged Eldred and his
guardian, and sexual tension
between Eldred and his
guardian's brother.
Rath thinks the theme could
have been better drawn from the
two years that Welles lived in
Madison, when he stayed with a
psychologist who was a friend of
his guardian.
Welles later told a biographer
that the man made a pass at him,
forcing Welles, then 10, to escape
in the middle of the night.
Welles
scholar
James
Naremore considers the play

more a piece of juvenillia than a
masterwork like "Citizen Kane."
"'Bright Lucifer' is, at best, a
kind of adolescent horror story,"
said Naremore, a professor of
English and film studies at
Indiana University.
"I always thought it would be
interesting to put it on stage
because of the autobiographical
references are quite extraordinary, but it may be mainly of
interest to people who know
Welles and can put it in the context of his career," he said.
Rath doesn't deny that its historical significance is a great deal
of the play's appeal.
The Indian drums that beat in
the distance through much of the
play foreshadow the atmosphere
of Welles' famous 1936 "voodoo"
stage production of "Macbeth."
In the first act, Jack, the horror-movie actor, says, "I wanted
to scare people in a big scale . . .
Not lousy movies. No, I mean
artistically a huge practical joke."
Welles played one of the
biggest practical jokes of all time
in 1938, when his broadcast of
H.G. Wells' novel "The War of
the Worlds" convinced thou-

sands of listeners that Martians
invaded New Jersey.
Rath, whose parody of "The
War of the Worlds" aired on
National Public Radio, knew of
the play's existence for several
years. He decided to produce the
play after reading it in the
archives last January.
The play premieres at the
Frank Lloyd Wright-designed
Monona Terrace Convention
Center. Like Welles' play, it
opened 59 years after its conception.
"Bright Lucifer" then moves
to the Oakwood Theatre, located
at the retirement home, for six
more performances.
Blurbs about the play have
appeared a^s far afield as The
New York Times.
The three main actors, an
insurance company claims representative, a copy-shop worker
and a University of Wisconsin
freshman, find the interest a little
amusing.
"Welles has managed to pull
off another trick," said Wilson
Lindauer, who plays "Jack," the
horror-movie ' actor. "He's
become young again."
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►"Danny Hamilton: mixed media;" Zirkle House: Artworks
Gallery — Sept. 29-Oct. 11, free.
►"Jesse Lilley, Ben Shaffer: painting and printmaking;" Zirkle
House: Other Gallery — Sept. 29-Oct. 11, free.
►Open Mike Night with K.W. Miller: Blue Foxx Cafe — Tuesday,
432-3699.
►Yo La Tengo: TRAX — Wednesday, 8 p.m., 1-800-594-TIXX.
►Spilling Dew: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699.
►Scatman Crothers: Awful Arthurs — Thursday, 10 p.m., 4339874.
►Richard Scott Band: Little Grill — Thursday, 8:30 p.m., 4343594, free.
► Holy Smoke and Friends: The Corner Coffeehouse — Saturday,
$5,433-3502.
► Laughing Song &. Dance, Thermos, and others: Fall Festival at
Fredrick Farm — Saturday, noon- 9p.m., $2, 564-2429.

ygssIC

►"Jim Kleusner, Trumpet recital;" Anthony-Seeger Auditorium Tuesday, 8 p.m., free.
►"Madison Singers, Evensong;" Emmanuel Episcopal Church —
Sunday, 5 p.m., free.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Beetlejuice" Tuesday-Wednesday,
"Chasing Amy" Thursday, "Face-Off' Friday-Saturday, "White"
Sunday. All shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2 unless otherwise noted.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "The Edge," "A Thousand Acres,"
"The Game," "In & Out." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. Call
434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonhurg 3: "Soul Food," "Wishmaster," "Air Force
One." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after.

ALLYSON HOFERJstaff photographer

Dance Fever
Friday in Wilson Hall Auditorium, members of the Richmond Ballet
performed a special youth show for about 1200 grade school kids. The
program attempted to explore how nonverbal messages are seen.

k

►"Sylvia;" Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre: Duke Hall — TuesdaySaturday, 8 p.m., $6.
►"Blenders with Guns:" Theatre II — Wednesday-Saturday,
8 p.m., Friday midnight, Sunday 2p.m., $3.
//you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter clo Style section; Gl AnthorrjSeegerHaU; MSC6805; jMU; Harrisonburg,VA 22807; include date, ant and locatkm ofthe event.
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Keeping The I

Feature Film Fantasia
JMU students looking for an evening of
cinematic experiences have only to look in their
own backyard. It's cheaper than the video store,
easier for pedestrians to reach than local
Harrisonburg movie theatres and much more
interactive. It's Grafton-Stovall Theatre, and it's
showcasing old and new favorites for all to see.
By Bncm /ytmfei*
Pkotos by ^Ae\\sscx "Pa I lad mo
The Film Goddess is always busy.
On Friday afternoon she
is ducking and weaving through
the offices of the UPB, stopping
to help people and fending off
some of those trying to ask her questions.
It is a miracle any movies ever get shown.
But they do.
Officially, Amy Edwards, senior, is the
UPB Film Chair, an office that carries with
it no divine powers. Film Goddess, obviously, is only a nickname.
"Film Goddess gets thrown around a
lot, but it's just a joke," she said, when she
stoped moving for a moment. "I do all the

film booking and film shipping. I work
with all the people who do co-sponsorships with UPB. I do a lot of different
stuff."
All of these tasks are directed toward
the goal of the UPB film program, which
shows movies in JMU's Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. And Edwards is not the only one
whose work goes into the program.
"UPB's really big on delegation,"
Edwards said. Beside her, there are three
UPB film assistants and a gaggle of student film volunteers. The actual number of
film volunteers varies wildely from week
to week.

Junior Christy Fisher said, "I volunteer
about once a week, whenever there's a
movie I want to see." The main benefit of
volunteering, she said, is getting to see
movies for free. Film volunteers get free
admission to the movies they volunteer
for, in exchange for lending a hand.
"We either take tickets, sell tickets,
make popcorn or usher," Fisher said. "Its
really easy."
Students can see movies at GraftonStovall six nights a week. Admission to the
theatre costs two dollars, except for the
Sunday night movies sponsored by the
English department, which are free.
Although Grafton-Stovall charges
admission, they rarely break even, according to Edwards. It costs between $200 and
$700 to show a movie on campus, which
takes a lot out of UPB's monthly film budget, which averages around $6,000.
Popular movies, such as "Face/Off,"
"Contact" or "Men In Black" can cost
almost $l,000h
"I come because of the price," senior
Amy Lester said. "It's extremely cheap. I
like the artsy-fartsy Thursday night
movies."
Thursday night, according to Edwards,
is the night when the more underground,
independent films are shown. Classic films
and films from the 1980s are shown on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights, and
Friday and Saturday are reserved for
Hollywood blockbusters. Different nights
tend to draw different crowds, but almost
anyone who picks up a UPB/Grafton
Stovall film calendar can find at least two
movies they want to see, Edwards said.
"Thursday night films have always

been the least attended, but this year atten- movies in be
dance has been phenomenal," she said. ttiing before
Although the theater rarely sells out, there miss stuff."
are sometimes capacity crowds for the
One of th
weekend shows. Three shows sold out in is people sh
April, and two sold out in February. One jectionists w
of the sellout shows was "Scream," which "We know t
appeared as a midnight movie, something the movies s
like stopping
UPB tries to do once a month.
Dave Da
"Scream is coming back on Oct. 30,"
' Edwards said. "A lot of people got turned agreed. "Wh
away the last time we
showed that one."

Another midnight

movie that generated

/ volunteer abOUt

some friction was the
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showing of M3D, a
sex-based

film..
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Because of some-stu- y/e either take tickei

dents behavior dur-

ing that movie, cam-
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tickets, make

pus cadets are
required to attend all p0ryCOrn Qr
future
midnight * *
showings.
•
"When people go
to Grafton-Stovall,
sometimes they act
like monkeys," said £liza Skinner, one of
the theatre's three projectionists. Life in the
little booth overhead is no basket of flowers, according to Skinner.
"We're doing a stressful job," Skinner
said. "I mean, it's not fire fighting or anything, but it's precise work. We're a second-run theater, which means we get

USheK

yt

chrh
studftl
•are shown w
theatre's p'rid
"We hav
Dalton said,
our projector
Dalton al
Stovall's soui
well. "A* lot c

m

JSON
Reels Rolling

in bad shape. We try to fix everytfore we show it, but sometimes we

surround sound, but we do," he said.
Dalton enjoys working in the booth.
iff."
When the movies are showing, he reads or
of the behaviors Skinner objects to watches TV, or sometimes he tries to
le shouting and insulting the pro- watch the movie.
sts when something goes wrong.
"Sometimes the sound doesn't come
IOW that people don't like having
through very well," he said. "Plus, you
/ies stopped," she said. "We don't tend to miss important scenes when you
>ping them."
have to change reels."
e Dalton, another projectionist,
The average movie contains about six
"When the movie comes in, some- reels, which need to be switched every 20
times it's not put minutes or so. The projectionists watch the
together right, so I upper right-hand comer of the screen for a
have
to
go series of black dots that tell them when to
through and fix all change reels. Dalton said he has only
those places that missed the dots once, and the mistake was
are just masking- swiftly remedied.
• Edwards said she occasionally gets
taped together,"
complaints about mistakes made with the
he said.
"Especially actual showings of the film, but people
with older films, don't seem to realize that UPB and
you get a lot of Grafton-Stovall are actually two separate
things that are put organizations. .
>>
"I don't think [the mistakes are] a»big
together wrong."
There are two deal," she said. "I think people realizethat
Christy Ffcher 35mm projector it's a college environment.".
Working in a college environment is
ludftffvolunteer at Grafton-Stovall,
.
and they are what one of the things Edwards enjoys most
most of the films about the film program. In* a memo she
m with. The two projectors are the wrote to justify the showing of "M3D" to
concerned parties last' year, she stated
i pride and joy.
have really cool projectors," what she feels to be the film program's
aid. "Compared to other theaters, mission statement.
"We are a college-oriented theatre,
ectors kick ass."
>n also pointed out that Grafton- offering us the opportunities to show films
sound system is state of the art as that corporate theatres cannot. Because we
lot of people don't think we have. are independent and do not hold contracts

mt once
r there's
! see.'..
kets,
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or are under any license with any one film
company, we have freedom many theaters
cannot enjoy. This explains the importance
of the college market in the film industry.
We are obligated to fill the commercialized
void called variety that exists on our cam->
pus."
UPB selects the movies it shows
through whet Edwards describes as a funneling process. At monthly meefings, film
volunteers suggest movies they would like
to see Grafton-Stovall show. The film assistants then take these suggestions and,
along with their own, compile three separate calendars for the upcoming month.
Edwards then makes a final calendar from
these three.
Suggestions from theater-goers are welcome, but the "requests" poster which
used to hang in the lobby at GraftonStovall no longer exists.
"It's hard," Edwards said. "People
request stuff we've already shown or
movies that we just can't get."
Still, Edwards and her UPB film
cohorts feel the program fills an important
niche at JMU.
"I'm pretty op n to everything," she
said. "There are tht >ethings we can do on
a college campus that we can't do anywhere else, and I definitely try to exploit
that."
The people who work on showing
movies at Grafton-Stovall are proud of
everything they do, and they think the student body appreciates them, for the most
part. At Thursday night's showing of
"When We Were Kings" no one seemed to
disagree.
"Yeah, I like Grafton-Stovall," junior
Patrick Wildermann said. "It is cheap, and
I like to sit in the front with all the cool
kids." Wildermann, who was sitting sideways and trying to find somewhere to put
his feet before the showing of "When We
Were Kings," had onjy one complaint.
"The seats ..." he said. "The sea$ are
really uncomfortable."

v

Photos, clockwise from below: 1) Two student
volunteers sell movie tickets Saturday night at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 2) Students form a semiorderly line outside of Grafton-Stovall Theatre as they
wait to purchase tickets. 3) Juniors Noah Klemm and
Emily Cowan enjoy some popcorn together Saturday
night at the movies. 4) Matt Parowski, sophomore,
checks the projector and prepares a reel of film in
preparation for an upcoming movie.
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following to tfie J!M'V student bodyfor the upcoming academic year...
...to represent the student body to the administration to the best of ouraSifity.
...to strive to seek^student input on aCCmatters which come before the Senate.
..ito maf{e decisions and execute votes with an impartial unbiased mindset.
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Blessed are the Tastemakers
Film assistants bring hits and inspired misses to campus
by Chris Klimek
focus editor
Senior Ted Boyke shakes his head ruefully as he names
the usual suspects — and "The Usual Suspects."
"'Pulp Fiction/" he says. "'Reservoir Dogs.' All things
Tarantino. Let's' leave it at that." Junior James Bilgihan
winces sympathetically as he continues the roll call of popular movies we should all be sick of by now.
'"A Clockwork Orange/" he says. '"Star Wars/ which
we can't get because George Lucas is a greedy bastard and
he won't release [the trilogy] on the college circuit."
Boyke and Bilgihan are rarely surprised by what their
fellow students ask of them. As two of the three student
film assistants who, along with Film Chair Amy Edwards,
oversee film bookings, they have more than a little influence over what movies play on campus. They are obligated, of course, to consider the suggestions of the student
body, even when those suggestions vary little from one
semester to another.
Fortunately, the UPB Film Committee is staffed largely
by cinephiles, and like PBS, it isn't obligated to rum a profit (Boyke: "If we ever made a profit, the UPB would cut
our budget") That, coupled with the educational mission
of the UPB, means campus moviegoers are treated on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights to generational favorites
like "Heathers" or else legitimate classics like "The
Godfather." Thursday nights, the theatre shows first-rate
independent fare like the Oscar-winning documentary
"When We Were Kings." Firday and Staurday nights, of
course, are sole property of the blockbusters: "My Best
Friend's Wedding," "Face/Off," "Men in Black." The
UPB can usually rely on these movies, Boyke says, to at
least recop their $900-or-so rental costs.

The film-programming process, Boyke and Bilgihan
say, is calculated to balance quality with mass appeal:
Student film volunteers meet at Grafton-Stovall on the
first Thursday of each month to discuss the following
month's schedule. Juggling the suggestions of the students
with their own choices, Boyke, Bilgihan, Film Assistant
Sarah Simberg and Edwards each draw up a tentative film
calendar. After checking the availability and rental cost of
each film, Edwards makes the final selections.
Bilgihan is unapologetic about the tastemaking role of
the film committee.
"Even for the weekend movies, we can choose," he
explains. "We can get a piece of crap like 'Batman and
Robin/ or we can get a classy film that students will still
want to see, like 'Face/Off.'"
But big studio movies — even the good ones — enjoy
the benefit of massive publicity campaigns that may still
be fresh in students' minds months later when those films
come to campus.
For this reason, Bilgihan says, the film committee has
begun to push the Thursday-night films this semester by
showing coming-attractions trailers for them at the weekend movies. Students who saw "The Fifth Element" and
"The Godfather" on campus in the past two weeks were
even treated to trailers for films coming soon to first-run
theatres, including the sequel "Alien Resurrection" and
"A Life Less Ordinary," the upcoming film from
"Trainspotting" director Danny Boyle. Bilgihan says the
film committee is thrilled with the success of this new promotional tool.
"We did huge business with 'Lost Highway/ and I'm
convinced it was at least partly because of the trailer,"
Bilgihan says. He notes that David Cronenberg's "Crash"
also broke even — an almost unheard-of feat for a

MELISSA PALLADINO/wmc/r photographer
Rim Assistant Ted Boyke poses with a collage of
movie posters in the office of Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

Thursday-night movie — but chalks that one up partially
to curiosity about the film's explicit sexual content.
Boyke gently protests. "I don't think 'Crash' drew too
much of the raincoat crowd," he says wryly. "Bu one way
or another, it's always a cultural experience at GraftonStovall."

JMU Summer 1998 in
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 1

MTIIJllI

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2

■——■

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4

ffe

,*"%. 1KAJCXV/C/GE

V £f FACLVOFF

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5

K

All Movies are $2 00
Movies show at
7:00 and 9 30PM Tues. - Sat.
Sunday movies show at
7:30pm and ate FREE
Movies are subject to change

Discover firsthand one of the most
intriguing countries in ilie world.
With over lour thousand years of
history, Korea is richly endowed
with cultural legacies, yet it is a.
highly industrialized modern state
with a rapidly expanding economy,
evident during its time as host to
the 1988 Olympics.
Program dales: June H - June 20, I99fl
Bam three credit hows in history. IHST391 •- Korea: Fast and Present
Approximate program cost*: J3,(MX) lor Virginia resklcnls.; $3,^00 fot non-Virginia
residents. (*Cost does not include airfare.)

Come to the Korea information meeting to find out more about
JMU's Summer 1998 Program in Korea!!!!
Thursday, October 9
Taylor 400
4 p.m. • 6 p.m.
Or contact Cheryl I'oWef, Assistant Director, JMU Office of International Education, x6273.
tohlerca(<i 'jinii.cdu, www.jtmi.edu/1iill-cil/korca.lilml
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Do You Know What the
Honor
Just a little note from the Honor Council trying to promote a better awareness

University Honor System
Honor Council Office Taylor Hall, Room 228, 568-6383
Introduction

^ ■

A

In a University community, there can be no doubt that honor and the pursuit of knowledge are inexorably intertwined. True knowledge can be gained
only through honorable means. Moreover, honor is essential to the proper development of our civilization itself. As Hennk Ibsen noted, l ne spiru
of truth and the spirit of freedom - they are the pillars of society."
!«:0t*r«H
Concomitant with freedom, however, is the necessity for truth and honor. An honor system must be believed in, supported by and administered
by those who belong to it. UPON ENROLLMENT AT JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY, EACH STUDENT IS AUTOMATICALLY
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE HONOR SYSTEM. EACH STUDENT HAS A DUTY TO BECOME FAMILIAR. Wl I HI^HL
HONOR CODE AND THE PROVISIONS OF THE HONOR SYSTEM. IGNORANCE OF WHAT CONSTITUTES AN HONOR CODE
VIOLATION CANNOT BE USED AS A DEFENSE IN AN HONOR HEARING.
.
The Honor System at JMU does not discriminate based upon race, color, religion, national origin, political affiliation, gender, sexual orientation,
age or disability.

The Honor Code
Students shall observe complete honesty in all academic matters. Violations of the Honor Code include, BUT ARE
NOT LIMITED TO, taking or attempting to take any of the following actions:
1) Using unauthorized materials or receiving unauthorized assistance during an examination or in connection with
any work done for academic credit. Unauthorized materials may include, but are not limited to, notes, textbooks,
previous examinations, exhibits, experiments, papers or other supplementary items.
2) Giving false or misleading information regarding an academic matter.
3) Copying information from another student during an examination.
4) Rendering unauthorized assistance to another student by knowingly permitting him or her to see or copy all or a
portion of an examination or any work to be submitted for academic credit.
5) Obtaining prior knowledge of examination materials (including using copies of previously given examination
files maintained by various groups and organizations) in an unauthorized manner.
6) Selling or giving to another student unauthorized copies of any portion of an examination.
7) Using a commercially prepared paper or research project or submitting for academic credit any work completed
by someone else.
8) Falsifying or attempting to falsify class attendance records for oneself, someone else, or having another falsify
attendance records on your behalf.
9) Falsifying material relating to course registration of grades, either for oneself or for someone else.
10) Falsifying reasons why a student did not attend a required class or take a scheduled examination.
11) Taking an examination in the place of another student.
12) Making unauthorized changes in any reported grade or on an official academic report form.
13) Falsifying scientific or other data submitted for academic credit.
14) Collaborating in an unauthorized manner with one or more other students on an examination or any work submitted
for academic credit.
15) Committing the act of plagiarism - the deliberate copying, writing or presenting as one's own the information,
ideas or phrasing of another person without proper acknowledgement of the true source.
16) Using computer facilities or library resources in an academically dishonest manner.
17) Falsifying evidence, or intimidating or influencing someone in connection with an honor violation investigation,
hearing or appeal.
ALL STUDENTS ARE STRONGLY URGED TO ASK THEIR INSTRUCTORS
TO CLARIFY WHAT TYPES OF CONDUCT ARE AUTHORIZED OR UNAUTHORIZED IN EACH COURSE.
For information regarding investigations and charges, penalties, and hearing, appeal, and review procedures see the 1997-1998 student handbook
or visit the JMU Homepage @ www.jmu.edu/handbook/sec5.html.

SPORTS
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Maddox to Fleshman—the Maine connection
Fifty-nine yard pass from Greg Maddox to Lindsay Fleshman with 1:34 remaining sinks
the University of Maine, 24-22; Dukes' record remains unblemished in Atlantic 10
With 25 seconds left, JMU sophomore
strong
safety Chris Capehart sealed the
assistant sports editor
win by intercepting Maine junior quarterThe situation looked bleak for JMU back Mickey Fein for the fifth JMU interSaturday as the clock wound down in the ception of the day.
final minutes of the game against the
Before Maddox and Fleshman's lateUniversity of Maine.
game heroics, the Dukes appeared like
A flurry of penalties following a Delvin they were trying to give away the game.
Joyce fumble left the Dukes facing a 22-17
JMU coach Alex Wood said, "We made
deficit with the ball on their own 41 yard some mistakes early and really tried to put
line.
ourselves out of it."
With 1:34 remaining and the Dukes
The Dukes scored on a 34-yard Nelson
needing two yards for a first down, sopho- Gamer field goal on their first possession,
more quarterback Greg Maddox needed to although a Fleshman fumble, which was
perform a little magic.
recovered by the Dukes on the third play
"We were hoping to just get a first of the opening drive, Would set the tone
down." Maddox said. "We were running a for the day.
little double out — a five yard pattern. I
Turnovers hurt the Dukes in the second
didn't think I got enough on [the ball] quarter when Maddox, who finished 16-30
because I was getting hit when I was for 219 yards, overthrew senior wide
throwing it."
receiver Danny Steeper and was interceptMaddox was forced out of the pocket ed by Maine free safety Derek Carter.
by a Maine pass-rush that had been fierce
One play later, Bert Rich ran 25 yards
all day.
for a touchdown, giving the Black Bears a
He rolled out to his right side, hotly 7-3 lead.
pursued by the Black Bears' Jojo Oliphant.
Joyce, who rushed for 45 yards on 18
Just ahead of the out-stretched arm of attempts, and two touchdowns, fumbled
Oliphant, Maddox released the ball on the the ensuing kick-off. Maine recovered, and
run. The ball soared over four Maine three plays later kicker Todd Jagoutz
defenders before freshman wide receiver added a field goal to the Black Bears' lead.
Lindsay Fleshman, who was wide open in
"With five minutes remaining in the
the middle of the field, leaped up and half, Garner, who continued his excellent
grabbed the ball.
,
punting Saturday, blasted a ball over
"I saw straight end-zone," Fleshman Rich's head. Rich hobbled the ball, which
said after making the reception. Fleshman allowed JMU senior defensive end Eric
turned and dashed untouched for the Byrom to recover it at the Black Bear 15touchdown, giving the Dukes the 24-22 yard line.
After three straight Joyce rushes, JMU
win.
Maine head coach Jack Cosgrove said, had tied the score at 10 as Joyce took a
"It was just an outstanding play on their pitch from Maddox three yards into the
part. It was impressive to be on the run end zone. The teams went into the half tied
like he was and to put the ball where he at 10 a piece.
"We found a way to come back," Wood
did on that throw."
said. "Getting back into it
was really an amazing
thing in itself with the
turnovers."
The Dukes owed their
defense for the halftime
score. Wood said, "The
goal-line stand by our
defense was big time. It
helped give us the
momentum and give them
some confidence."
Sophomore linebacker
Cliff Wimbush, making his
first appearance since his
injury in the Ball State
game, made some key hits
on the stand in the fist
quarter, while senior
defensive end James
Roberson came up with
some huge stops as the
Bears tried to push into the
end zone on fourth down.
Cosgrove said, "We didn't take advantage of some
opportunities that we had,
especially early in the
game."
The Dukes contained
STEVEN M. TROUT /senior photographer Fein well, forcing him to
Punter/place kicker Nelson Gamer wind* up for his 34- throw five interceptions.
yard field goal attempt. Garner's kick was successful.
Fein came into the game
by Seth Burton

STEVEN M. TROUT /senior photographe*
Freshman tailback Delvin Joyce focuses his eyes upfleld during one of his 19
carries. Joyce racked up 157 all-purpose yards in the Dukes' 24-22 victory.

averaging 242 yards passing per game, but
the Dukes limited him to 169 yards on 44
attempts. Fein had thrown only one interception before Saturday, but JMU free
safety Tony Booth grabbed two interceptions, while leading the team with 11 tackles.
"We knew they had an excellent
defense," Cosgrove said. "I was just hoping to get out of here with a ugly win."
With eight minutes left in the third
quarter, JMU senior linebacker Marcus
Ordonez charged Fein, batting the ball and
then intercepting it at the Maine 11.
Ordonez finished with six tackles.
Three plays later, Joyce scored his second touchdown, taking a pitch three yards
into the end zone.
The Black Bears came within one point
of the Dukes on two Jagoutz field goals in
the second half, and then gained possession again when Joyce fumbled a kickoff
with 7:32 left in the game.
On third down from the JMU 13-yard
line, the Black Bears benefited from a pass
interference penalty from the Dukes,
which gave them a first down at the JMU
two-yard line.
The next play found Fein connecting
with senior wide receiver Rameek Wright
in the corner of the end zone to give the
Black Bears a 22-17 lead. Maine was
stymied on the two-point conversion.
JMU punted with four minutes left, and
after the defense held Maine, the Dukes
received the ball with 2:34 remaining, setting the stage for Maddox's heroics.
Wood said, "We took advantage of
some situations and made some plays. We
made some plays when we had to."

The Dukes need to continue to make
big plays Saturday when they travel to
Philadelphia to face the undefeated
Villanova Wildcats.

THE

%m2e

PLAYER OF
THE GAME
Greg Maddox
Sophomore
Quarterback
6'2" 200 lbs.
Junior quarterback Greg Maddox
put forth a solid effort Saturday
throwing for 219 yards and one
touchdown. His 16-for-30 performance was highlighted by His last
minute 59-yard hook-up with freshman wide receiver Lindsay
Fleshman.
Facing a crucial third-and-two on
the Dukes 41-yard line, Maddox
dropped back to pass. The pocket
collapsed and Maddox was forced'
right. He found Fleshman streaking
across the field and delivered the
ball over the outstretshed arms of the
Black Bear defender.
Going into the Maine game.'
Maddox had thrown for 588 yards
J
and three touchdowns.
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Mesquite Grilled Foods
Family Fun Dining

a 1 is

N1

Featuring Chicken»Steaks«Ribs»Seafood

Its more
like a party.
You're
bowling
at a party.
It's much
more
exciting!'!>■

Join us on Monday
nifihts for football at
J.Willobys
ROAPHOUSE

AH-U-Can Eat Crab Leg Sections $6.9
While Supplies Last!
Specials on Willobvs Starters: Featuring AH
Vour choice....
Your Fauorite
Willoby s Cheese Fries
Roadhouse Wings
Beyerafies and
J's Chicken Strips
Halftime
Macho Nachos
Only $4.50

"Crazy Fun!"
Every Sunday night 9:30-11:30 Cosmic Bowling with D.J.
Only $6 for 2 hours of continuous bowling with D.J.Tom Deyulia from JMU.

Watch Football All Day at Time Out Sports Grill-Bowl at Night!

434-8721
Reservations Required.

Welcome back students!

TAYLOR
CITV TREASURER

Stan your semester off right and make Boko's your resource, day or night, for urea)
product) and cervices, like bbd< & while copies and in-storc computer rental.
■ I'rcM'iitaiion materials

■ Internet Access

■ riilktilor copies

■ |)i»jtij color ontpiil directly from

■ Resume services

ywir disk to mir color pi inters

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
black & white copies

RENT ONE HOUR, GET ONE HOUR FREE
self-serve computer rental

Buy one reoularty-prired. «7." I 11" black and white copy on Klb
white bond and receive j second copy IRU. Unit SO he* copies
per customer. Offei rs limited to one coupon per product type pec
transaction Coupon must be presented at nine of purchase and
is not valid with otliei discount programs. Offer valid at time of
purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward
future purchase! Vabd at Kinkol lilted location only Void where
prohibited by law. No cash value.

Rent one hour and art one hour fR(f. up to one hour hee per customer Sob)rct to availability Includes Macintosh' and IBM* selfserve or desion workstations Offer is limited to one coupon per
product type per tramar Iron Coupon must be presented at time of
puuluse and is not valid with other discount programs Offer valid
at time of purchase oily and may not be discounted or credited
towaid futuie purcliases Valid at Kii.o's listed location only Void
where prohibited by law. No cash value.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK

1010 S. Main St. ■ 433-928;

1010 S. Main St. ■433-9287

kinko's

The new way to off ice.#
AAA176
EXP 9/30/97

kinko's'

The new way to office.4

AAA177

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
>n«o< «fi»n ,».*.*, pmxuon ham ftw <oryighl Mrta n orrtn la -rxA>t fecytiMH »t..

EXP 9/30/97
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Citizen of Harrisonburg since 1971
Active in his community for many years:
-United Way
-Board member Harrisonburg/ Rockingham Free Clinic
- Treasurer, Harrisonburg Elks Lodge
Eight years, Harrisonburg Parking Authority, 5 years as chairman
- Downtown Retail Merchants Association past president
- Harrisonburg Credit Bureau past president
- Member, Asbury United Methodist Church
- Rockingham Rotary Club past president
• Republican Candidate for Office of City Treasurer

IF ELECTED. EARL PROMISES THE FOLLOWING.

- To cany out the responsibility of the office to the very best
of his ability
- To provide the highest level of service possible to all citizens
of Harrisonburg
-To save the taxpayer money by operating the most efficient
treasurer's office possible without compromising service
- To innovate whenever possible and be open to new
developments in technology
- To have an open door and be accesible to any citizen concern
AUTHORIZED BY FRANCIS BELL JR. TREASURER

Please VOTE on Nov. 4, 1997 for EARL TAYLOR
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Volleyball squad
endures five-set
win over American
by Jason Mclntyre
contributing writer
The JMU women's volleyball
team held off a furious rally from
the American University Eagles,
winning 15-3, 15-9, 4-15, 11-15
and 15-13 at Godwin Saturday.
The Dukes, coming off an
emotional five-set win on Friday
night over the five-time defending CAA champion George
Mason University, dominated the
first two games against American
before tiring and allowing the
Eagles to make things close.
"The Mason win was the
biggest for this team since I've
been here," Dukes' head coach
Chris Beerman said. "It was an
emotional roller coaster, and to
have to come back the next day
and play an equally tough opponent in American is no easy
task."
The Dukes were led by sophomore outside hitter Lindsay
Collingwood, last year's CAA
Rookie of the Year, who contributed 25 kills. Fellow sophomore Taryn Kirk had a great

match with 13 kills and five
blocks.
"We had a bit of a letdown
after taking the first two sets, but
our team is more balanced this
year, and that helped us hold
them off in the end,"
Collingwood said.
With the score tied 2-2 in the
first game, the Dukes outscored
the Eagles 13-1 the rest of the way
to go up 1-0. Collingwood had
five kills and two blocks in the
game.
The second game was a little
closer, as the Dukes turned a 6-5
Eagles lead into a 15-9 victory.
"After taking the first two
games, we got a little lackadaisical," Kirk said. "This year, every
team in the conference has
stepped up their play, and we
have to stay focused and avoid
the collapses like what happened
in the third and fourth games."
The Eagles jumped all over
the Dukes in the third game, taking a 3-2 lead and never looking
back. The fourth game looked to
be much of the same, but the
Dukes clawed their way from a

JEANPHILLIPSON/slfl^pto/ograp/KT
Freshman Kara Gessler has her eyes on the ball as she prepares to set during Saturday's match
against the American University Eagles. Gessler racked up five kills and five blocks in JMU's win.

10-2 deficit to make things interesting. American front-line hitters
Pavlina Klimova and Vendula
Kurcova would have none of it,
combining for eight kills and five
blocks in the game.
The fifth game was back and
forth until the Dukes took a 14-13
lead on the strength of a

Collingwood spike and ended it
with a block from freshman Karla
Gessler to earn the victory.
The win raises the Dukes
record to 9-7 (2-0 and tied for first
place in the CAA). The loss drops
the Eagles to 13-2 overall and 0-1
in the CAA.
JMU continues its fall sched-

ule tomorrow as the squad travels to Maryland to face the
Terrapins.
Following the Maryland
match-up, the Dukes will then
face nine CAA opponents in a little more than a month. Their next
conference battle is tomorrow at
the College of William & Mary.

V&bmen's club soccer: ranked No. 1 but no one knows
by Keith Feigenbaum
contributing writer
At a university which boasts one of the
more successful all-around Division I athletic programs in the region, it's only natural for the varsity teams to demand a
majority of the limelight. But, make no
mistake, the athletic prowess of JMU's
students does not end at the varsity level.
Nor does the level of success.
Case in point: the women's club soccer
team. The team, guided by volunteer
coach Tim Miller, is presendy ranked first
in the region. Last year, the women's
team advanced to the Final Four of the
national club championships in Texas.
Not bad for a non-scholarship program
directed, for the most part, by the players
themselves.
"We could probably beat most
Division I-AA teams and compete with
most Division I-A teams," Miller said.
"Its kind of weird to have this good of a
women's club team with the varsity team
we already have at the school."
What, then, prevents the team's members from pursuing a spot on the varsity
team from the start, given their obvious
skill level? Primarily, club soccer provides
the women with a more laid-back and
stress-free atmosphere than that of varsity athletics. Although the players have a
definite desire to win and achieve, any
pressure to do so comes more form within, rather than from external forces such
as ive media/parents or boosfcrf
lA^htey-Queen^yer WteampuWi

£>YLAN bdVCMRW staff photographer
A member of the JMU women's club soccer team fends off a Clemson defender
during Saturday's action at UREC. The Dukes beat the Tigers, 3-0.

ers on the field for these games and praccist, said, "We're out to win and get as far
tices.
in our season as we can. But it's not as
"I had 74 freshmen sign-up [at the
stressful as a varsity sport."
beginning of the seasonj," Miller said.
Despite the laid-back nature of the
"We don't cut. We think the whole point
program, hard work is expected and
to club sports is to give everyone a
demanded. The team practices up to four
chance. We just work hard for two weeks,
days a week, comparable to a varsity
and eventually they just start dropping
sport, and plays nearly every weekend.
out"
Unlike many programs, which proOnly 10 of the original 74 freshmen
vide no monetary inkfefitive or f^rfiing,
_iem4in.
Add toJhaUhe returning 20 playthis one-has little-difficulty putting play*.

ers and those who stay around find their
time is time well-spent. Some even earn a
spot on the varsity team.
Miller said, "We've had some players
from this team go to varsity. We had one
of the players (from last season] go this
year. I probably have three or four players
here who could play on the varsity level if
they wanted to."
However, some of the players simply
enjoy the self-gratification involved in
competing and working with a team at
the club level.
"Its a lot more self-motivating because
we do everything on our own," junior
captain Tinsley Jones said. "We just want
to do this, and the team's awesome."
The women's club soccer program is
now in its fourth season. After having a
schedule which once consisted only of
Virginia schools, the team now competes
against teams ■from across the country.
The season opener saw the team take on
Ohio State University (at JMU) in front of
their largest crowd of 60 people.
The team will travel to Georgia
Southern University in November for the
Nationals.
Saturday, the women went head-tohead with second-ranked Clemson at the
University Recreation Center's artificial
turf field, winning 3-0 to remain undefeated and certify their No. 1 ranking.
The game against Clemson presented
a common scene for the club soccer team
— few fans in the stands, no signs of the
spotlight or hype of collegiate athletics,
but the usual successful result.
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Williamson Hughes

Full Line Of:
•Clothing
•accessorie
•parts

CYCLEWORKS
774 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 432-0280

'Check Out Our

Pharmacy & Home Health
In House Charge Accounts may be established to
be paid directly by your parents

$3.00 off a new or transferred
prescription with this ad

•winter
clothing
•helmets
•shoes
•lights

Tune-UPS and Repairs

The Student's Pharmacy
HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-12:00

434-8650
434-2372
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's)

$KATET0WN USA
100 Miller Circle
Harrisonburg
433-1834

EXPERIENCE
LASER STORM

Thursday is
College Night
(starts October)
9 pm - Midnight
Adm. $4 - Includes
Rental & Free Pepsi

Nobody just eats, sleeps & studies
COLLEGE PARK
A

CMH

PROPERTY

College Park'Ashby Crossing
There is always more to do at CP-AC when
it comes to activities and fun! Our
professional on-site management team is
going all out to throw every thing from pool
parties to volleyball tournaments and
MORE!
It's no wonder The Word is Out!
The Best Living IS HERE!

College Park'Ashby
Crossing, L.L.C.
(540) 432 1001
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Going
into
this weekend's
Adidas/Spartans Classic at the
University of North CarolinaGreensboro, the JMU women's soccer
team was riding a four-game winning
streak.
Now the squad is a part of JMU historyAfter winning both games in
Greensboro, the Dukes not only won
the weekend's tournament, they also set
a school record with six consecutive victories.
The last time the JMU women's soccer squad was in
Greensboro, N.C., was Nov. 17, 1996 when the Dukes
won a first-round NCAA Tournament game 3-1 over
UNCG Spartans.
This weekend, the Dukes returned, looking for the
same result. Friday, JMU drubbed the
University of Oregon, 4-0. The Dukes
then held off the University of
Washington, 2-1, in Saturday's game.
Leading scorers for the weekend were
Therese Wolden (two goals), Jen Graham
(one goal) and Lauren Stritzl (one goal,
one assist).
The squad will next face George Lauren
Stritzl
Mason University at home Oct. 1.

mJ*

%Aib*tf,M
The JMU men's basketball program is looking for
qualified students in the following areas: student manager, recruit hostesses and office/computer assistant.
Applicants must have love for JMU Hoops and be
willing to work hard to help the program. For more
information contact assistant coach Bill Old at x3838.

At the College of William & Mary's Colonial Cross
Country Invitational in Williamsburg Sept. 27, the JMU
men's B team finished in sixth place with a score of 185.
The Dukes' highest finisher was senior Curtis Lassiter.
His time of 2557 in the men's 8,000-meter event earned
him a 30th place finish out of 106 participants. Sophomore Scott Shepherd finished 37th.

Ht^s.

1

S

J<C££l\

The JMU men's soccer team, ranked No.
7 in the nation, was upset Friday by the
Demon Deacons of Wake Forest University,
2-0. The loss was the first of the year for the
Dukes and is sure to drop them in the rankings.
Wake Forest was led by senior midfielder Ihor Dotsenko. His game-winning goal
Bill
and assist on another lifted the Deacons to
DuRoss
victory in front of 2,784 at Spry Stadium.
Outshot 25-11, the Dukes seemed to
have been dominated in every facet of the game. Dotsenko
broke the scoreless tie with 29:12 remaining in the game,
deflecting a pass from Chad Evans past Dukes' goalkeeper
Bill DuRoss.

The fourth-ranked JMU field hockey team fell
Wednesday to No. 5 University of Virginia, 4-1. It was the
first time this season the Cavaliers had allowed a goal but
their four goals sustained U.Va's undefeated record.
Scoring the goal for JMU was sophomore Julie
Martinez.
The Dukes next host American University on Oct 1

2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonburg' (540) 432-3699

The Area's:
BEST Food
BEST Values
BEST Night-Life

Your Line-Up For Fun

■omW*'**00*

PLUS HUND/UDS MOM

ton***'*****

ttras

TO CHOOSE FROM!

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sot. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

order online!!! www.plan9music.com
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Best Tuxedo Price--$25.00

Vee'STOce

<2#e "Wedding Center
92H S, High Street,
Between Luigi's Pizza & Harrisonburg I ligh Schi
(white house-pink trim)

Come and dine in at Yee's,
or call us. We deliver to you.

[all new stock, includingpleated pants)

10% off with this ad

434-3003

€AttltCftU~

0

Earth Share.

II!

Mnn-S.it: KV5
*:-JlLsb\ uppt
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Were The Perfect
Antidote For Four
Years Of College.

US Department ol Iransportalioi

Calling All Gradsi
If you want more than just a job, why not
start your career at the world's leading
independent software company? Right
now, we're looking for programmers to
develop, support and enhance systems and
network management, database and application software. Computer Associates provides a dynamic training program, one that
immerses you in key industry technologies
and CA's technology strategy. Candidates
should have both an educational and working knowledge of C, C++, UNIX, Windows
95/Windows NT, and networking
technologies.

Why CA?

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nichotas Esposito, killed Oct.-13,
nisi) a I 8:25pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live witli yourself'.'
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Just ask any of our 10,000 employees in
more than 40 countries, and they'll tell you
why. CAs the world leader in mission-critical business software, offering more than
500 software products from award-winning
enterprise management software and cutting-edge object technology for the Internet,
to all kinds of business applications for
manufacturing, financial management and
human resources. In fact, CA makes more
kinds of software for more kinds of computers than any other company.
We offer a generous compensation package with a long list of benefits that nobody
else can match, including 401 (k) and profit
sharing plans, company-paid medical and

dental coverage, tuition reim
bursement and tremendous
growth
opportunity.
Call us today and find out
why Computerworld ranked
CA as one of
the best
places to
work in
the
entire
computer industry!

We'll be on campus
Monday, October 6.
For More Information,
Please Write, Fax, or Call:
Computer Associates
One Computer Associates Plaza
Islandia, NY 11788-7000
Tel: 1-800-454-3788
Fax:1-516-342-5737
Or Visit: www.cai.com

Equal Opportunity Employer M/T/O/V All product names referenced herein are trademarks ot their respective companies
O 1997 Computer Associates International, Inc., One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia. NY 11788-7000

OMPUTER®
SSOCIATES
Software superior by design
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AFTER 1CPM
TUESDAY NIGHT-LADIES NIGHT SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY NIGHT-COLLEGE NIGHT SPECIAL
THURSDAY NIGHT-BEACH NIGHT SPECIAL
20 W. MOW NEXT TO WlCSS PIA2A • 2 FOM Of f.D. £££tff££D!
■
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Avviiii Arthurs

«-»IO% ■«»«»■»

fO<M ■»AX»

30 W. Water St.
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9874

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: Free appetizers
at Half time-Great Prizes
TUESDAY NIGHTS: 2 lbs of crab legs for the price
ofl lb-plus live entertainment
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 25t Oysters
* Jimmy O-lOpm
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night
* Thurs, Oct 2-Scatman Crothers-10 pm-No cover!
SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11AM-3PM
Prime Rib and Crab Legs-2nds on us

ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar.

TOWN & CfTMPCIS
RECORDS
20 W. Water St.
Open Mon-Sat, 10:00-8:00
Sun, 12:00-5:00

THE "ROLLING
&~B0B

STONES

DYLAN !

New CDs on sale tonight at
MIDNIGHT

Portishead, samples (Live), &
Common
433-5550

COMICS

THE BREEZE

Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh
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This is your ticket to hassle-free auto service

AUTO
SERVICE
10% OFF Any Repair
• Foreign & Domestic
Free Estimates - All Work Guaranteed

• Maintenance & Repairs
Pick- Up & Delivery A vailable

• 28 Years Experience

(540) 434-1147

MASTER
AUTO
TECHNICIAN
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OVER ONE MILLION
OFTHEBEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfortable future, over 1.8 million of

fir

lA,

1

America's best and brightest count on
TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer
satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice
of people in education, research and
related fields?
The reason? For nearly 80years,
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TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent
solutions to America's long-term planning
needs. We pioneered portable benefits.
We invented the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of
stock investing for retirement planning.
Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers

an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Traditional Annuity00 to the additional
growth opportunities of our variable investment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and
diversity you need to help you meet your
long-term goals. And they're all backed by
some ol the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industry.
To learn more about the world's premier retirement organization, speak to one
of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776
(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Peg Morf
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FOR RENT
University Place - 4BR apt*.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576.
Luxury Wl eonrJo - At Hunter's Rxlge
or Forest Hills townhome.
$1 300/mo. Available June 1993.
Call Jordan, 564-1388. owner/agent.
Room - Female, your own
bathroom. 3rd floor unit with
cathedral ceilings, fireplace. Rent
includes water, sewage, trash
removal. Call 5744711.
Two room* tor sublease - Starting
Jan. '98 in the new College Park.
A/C. $265/mo. furnished, water,
sewage included. 574-4696.
House - 4BR, two blocks from
JMU. Basement, attic. 433-2126.
Two BR apt. - Person(s) to share
or take over lease. 574-3662.

FOR SALE
International mualc maker* come seel Gift & Thrift. 227 N.
Mam.
Homebrewlng supplies - Malts,
hops, yeasts, etc. Kegerator kits.
432-6799, 52 E. Market.
1989 Toyota Camry LE - 4 door, 1
owner, garage kept, new tires,
$6,900. 4344785.

HELP WANTED
Spring Break! Free travel/highest
commissions. Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas. Barbados. Florida &
more! Eat, drink, party free!
SunSplash Tours, (800)426-7710.
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$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. For info call
(202)452-5940.
Harrlsonburg marketing office Earn up to $12/hr. Immediate
opening
for
dependable,
enthusiastic person. Part-time
evenings. Call (540)434-7290.
Tree removal co. needs part-time
a.m. groundman. 833-4300.
Earn free trips & cash! Class
Travel needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivated
students can earn a free trip &
over $10,0001 Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now!
(800)83&6411.
Part-time delivery help wanted for
local furniture store. 4330909.
Dental Assistant - Full or parttime. Experience preferred but will
train. Resume to 1014 Reservoir
St., Suite B, Harrisonburg. VA
22801.
Free T-shirt ♦ $1,000 - Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
J5/VISA application.
Call
(800)932-0528 ert. 65. Qualified
callers receive free T-shirt.
Superstar students needed! Earn
$ signing up classmates for our
credit cards. Opportunity to
advance to campus manager
involving hiring & training. No car
required. Must be outgoing A
aggressive! Flexible hours & great
income! Call Lori at (800)5922121 xl30.

Cat out of townl Escape to the
Pecos Canyon, warm days, cool
nights, good friends, & great kids!
Opportunities for leadership,
experience.
personal
&
professional growth.'We are
currently hiring for the 1998
summer season. Teach one or
more of the following: art. dance,
drama, music, fencing, rlflery,
tennis, soccer, swimming, archery,
mountain biking, flyfishing, ropes
course, horseback riding, nature,
backpacking. Also hiring for
administrative & maintenance. Call
Tamara or Scott at (800)722-2843
for an application or send resume
to P.O. Box 5759, Santa Fe, NM
87502.

$5 Haircuts - Experienced, cut
females' hair, trims & styled cuts.
Will provide references, located in
Ashby. 433-9027.

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities & work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at 1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK

LOST & FOUND
Lost
Butane
lighter,
"Prometheus," sentimental value.
Reward. x4987, Kevin.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call 4330360.
Rocktown Entertainment - For all
parties/formats. 433-0103 or
crownmall.com/rocktown
SCash for colleges - Grants &
scholarships available from
sponsors! Great opportunity. Call
now, (800)532-8890.

Freshmen parking - Parking lot
next to campus. 433-2126.
Horse boarding - Many trails,
riding ring, large pastures. Riding
lessons available to boarders.
269-2273.
Typing) Have a paper to type but
affairs to attend? No problem!
Reasonable rates! 12 years
experinece. Call 432-0488.

Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel 6 days $2791 Includes
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a
group, go free! Prices increase soon,
save $50! springbreaktravel.com
(800)67&6386.

SPRING
BREAK
CANCUN'BAHAMAS'JAMAICA-

FLORIDA'SAN JUAN
Don't miss out... Cat! now for
your Spring Break Vacation!
Ask about our early booking
Incentives. Organize a group
and travel FREEH!

Call NOW...
(800)7004790

VAGABOND TOURS

Spring Break - Cancun ft Jamaica
$379! Book early, save $50! Get a
group, go free! Panama City $129!
South Beach (Bars close 5 a.m.!)
$129! springbreaktravel.com
(800)67&6386.

Adoption - Loving couple, married
almost 10 years wants to adopt
baby. Will comply with all adoption
laws, confidential. Toll-free
evenings, weekends: (888)5296881.

PERSONALS

A* thanks KA for the fun "Nuts &
Bolts" mixer!

Lowest prices) Imprinted T-shirts,
banners, promotional items, etc.
CCRU. 433-3734. ccru«rlca.net

IX - A<t> had an awesome time at
foxfield with you! Also, thanks to
riKA & ZTA for the "pre-gaming"
fun.

Skydlvel Experience the thrill!
skydiveorange.com. (540)9423871. Ask about JMU discounts.
Sport Cards - Game Cards.
Baseball, Basketball, Football,
Hockey. Star Wars, Magic, etc.
Buy/Sell. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes
Sportscards. Dukes Plaza, 2355
S. Main. Phone 433-DUKE.
Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
& Joe at (800)579-1860 or
collect, (703)8301341.
IK wants to congratulate CN Phi
on their bid celebration! Thanks for
a great time!
AXO wishes Happy Birthday to
Stef. Gina, Tory. Mary Margaret.
Jen N. & Shannon.
Congratulations Epsllon class'of
♦in! Allison Ackerman, Shannon
Alexander, Sarah Alonso. Alicia
Ash, Liz Bernard, Heather Blair,
Julie Borda. Julie Dorneman,
Jennifer English, Ginny Filer,
Christie Graves. Tara Hansen.
Andy Kleppinger, Jackie Lasek.
Mark Meyerdirk, Lori Mock. Dianne
Pallera. Carol Rolley. Hilary
Stauffer & Dave Tevendale.

NEED TO "GET AWAY" FOR
WINTER BREAK?
Vacation for two In paradise.
Accomodatlons Include 4d/3n In
Freeport, Bahamas, 4d/3n In
Orlando, 3d/2n In Daytona.
These can be taken at the same
time or as separate trips. You
have until April 1998 to take the
trips. All this for only $450 or
best offer (airfare not Included).
Can 298-1784.
Adoption
Happily married pediatrician &
pre-school teacher wish to
become devot ■ • dad A full-time
mom te whit' T«wborn. V. Illlng
to comply with adoption laws.
Please call Mark A Robyn,
(800)484-7803, pk>#7749.

To place a classified ad In
The Breeze, please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall, weekdays from
8 a.m. -5 p.m.

Move up the ladder
of success at ^he
freeze. Y$ecome the
SQA Reporter.
• As SGA reporter, you are
automatically a PAID staff
writer.
• All SGA beat stories will
appear in The Breeze on
Thursdays.
If you're interested, call Rob,
Andi or Courtney at x6699, or
come down to the Breeze office
in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.

FACE OFF IS A NEW FEATURE IN THE BREEZE THAT ALLOWS YOU
TO VOICE YOUR OPINION ON A GIVEN TOPIC. TOPICS WILL BE
ANNOUNCED IN EVERY MONDAY ISSUE TYPE UP YOUR THOUGHTS
AND SEND IT. E-MAIL IT. OR BRINC IT ON DOWN TO THE BREEZE
OFFICE. RESPONSES SHOULD BE NO MORE THAN SO WORDS
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR NAME YEAR, MAIOR. AND PHONE NUMBER.
GET YOUR NAME IN PRINT!

Topic for Thursday, Oct. 2,1997:
NBC sportcaster Marv Albert was fired Thursday
after he pleaded guilty to assault and battery. Pjjk
NBC make a fair decision by terminating Albert

'
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